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The field of intercultural corrnrunication has recently been introduced to Japan fran the United States.

The theories and concepts of this

field have been developed based on Western social sciences, and they are
(

likely to be culture-bound.

This thesis investigates the possibility

that rrodifying Western ideas in the field of intercultural ccmnunication
would make the study of this subject rrore effective for Japanese
learners.
First, the literature on intercultural cxmnunication in the United
States is reviewed.

The main ideas and notions of the field are presented
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as the Western approach to intercultural comnunication.
is descril:ed in tenns of two areas:

This approach

the sources of problems in inter-

cultural carmunication as perceived by Westerners; and Western ideas on
ho.v to improve intercultural a::mnunication.
Then, the literature on Japanese people and culture is surveyed to
identify the Japanese tendencies and attitudes which might interfere with
successful intercultural corrmunication.

Five potential difficulties

of Japanese were identified.

exclusionary attitudes to.vard

They are:

foreigners, racial chauvinism, tendency to rank cultures, lack of
absolute principles, and the use of fonnalized carmunication or the
imposition of their intimate ccmnunication style for intercultural
interaction.
The Japanese factors are canpared and contrasted with the sources

of intercultural problems in the Western approach.

Among the Western

problems, the assunption of similarities in the behavioral aspect,
ethnocentrism, stereotypes and prejudice were found to be relevant to
Japanese.

'Ihe melting pot view and tbe assumption of fundanaltal human

similarities were found to be irrelevant to Japanese.

The difficulties

peculiar to Japanese are their exclusionary attitudes to foreigners and
their lack of absolute principles.
Next, Japanese ways to improve intercultural ccmnunication are
,•

/'

explored.

'Ihis was done by rrodifying Western strategies for effective

intercultural corcmunication.

The first step Japanese would need to take

toward successful intercultural interaction is to realize that intercultural cx::mnunication can be studied and improved.

Four notions and

three carmunication skills adapted fran the Western approach are prescribed.

The four notions are:

recognizing cultural differences,
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cultural self-awareness, cultural relativism and the idea of a multicultural person.

'!he three skills are:

enpathy and nonjudgmental attitudes.

low-context carmunication,

'!he skill of low-context camruni-

cation was added for JapiIDese while the skill of the tolerance of
ambiguity in the Western approach was regarded irrelevant for Japi3Ilese
and was eliminated.

derronstrated.
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Applications of the modification to training are
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INTIDDUCI'ICN

A.

NEED FOR IDDIFICATICN

Even a cursory look at the history of Japan reveals a tremendous
amount of influence received fran foreign countries.

Reischauer

'As

(1978) states, "already by the sixth century there had been a heavy

flow of cultural influences into Japan fran the nearby continent"
(p. 43).

Since those early times, massive cultural borrowing has been

a conspicuous characteristic of the Japanese attitude t:CMard foreign
cultures.
'Ihe Japanese, however, have never neglected to maintain their

cultural identity in the process of adopting foreign cultures.
Nakamura (_1964} points out that "they try to recognize the value of
each of these different cultural elements, and at the same time they
endeavor to preserve the values inherited frcm their

aivn

past" (p. 400) •

Whenever Japanese adopt foreign elements, they consider it necessary
to modify than to blend into Japan's cultural climate.

In fact,

Japanese are canfortable with only those foreign tlrings which have been
"transplanted to Japan and sorrehow 'Japanized'" (Christopher, 1983,
p. 181).

Borrowing from foreign countries is also evident in various
fields of social science.

When it a:mes to the adoption of social

science, hov.ever, the Japanese seem to have paid little attention to
the necessity of :rrodification.

Kimura (1972) points out that the

Western ways of thinking which underlie Western psychology or psychiatry
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have been translated to the Japanese language and accepted without any
examination of their appropriateness to the Japanese context.

He

argues that it is problematic to .irrport those Western disciplines,
which deal with human minds, without any adjustm:mt (p. 183).

Hamaguchi

(1982) maintains that social science, which originated in the West,
tends to reflect the fundarrental Western value of individualism (p. 15) •
It seems necessary to adapt and IOOdify theories and concepts of
Western social sciences if they are to be used for analyzing Japanese
minds and their social behavior.
'!he field of intercultural camrunication, which has just been
introduced to Japan, is no exception.

It has been developed based an

Western social sciences, and is likely to be culture-bound.

Saral (1979)

contends:
'!he acadanic study as well as the professional practice of
intercultural camrunicatian, as it is known today, has to a
great extent been conceived and nurtured by scholars and
practitioners who are themselves the product of Western
thought and training (p. 397) •

CUltural biases fran the United States may be especially evident in the
field.

Stewart (1980) points out:

theories, and applications as well, have been tinted by
traces of Arrerican culture, since the field originated in the
United States, and this perhaps interferes with an objective
treatm:mt of cultural differences (p. 1).

.lt>st

'!00 much attention to the individual as a unit of analysis may need

rectificatian:
What is necessary is a shift fran the narrow sociopsychological perspectives with their concentration on how the
individual is constituted within a culture to the broad
patterns found in cultural contexts. Such work will serve
as the needed corrective to tre founding interculturalists'
anphasis on individual attitudes, values, and perceptions
by refocusing attention on the broad ideological questions
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that impinge on our ccmnunication with persons from other
cultures (Asante, 1980, p. 402).
It has been widely acknowledged that there are huge differences

between Western culture and Japanese culture in basic assumptions
about reality and human nature, values, and beliefs.

It is not likely

that Western ways to deal with intercultural camrunication will suit
the Japanese context without adjustrrent.

'Ihis paper explores the need

for rrodification of Western ideas in the field of intercultural ccmnunication for the stooy of this subject by Japanese.
B.

PURPCSE OF 'IHE:SIS

'Ihe purpose of this thesis is to identify ideas in the field of
intercultural camnmication in the United States which are not relevant
or appropriate to the Japanese context, and to rrodify than in such a way
that Japanese could study this subject based on culturally-appropriate
assumpticns.
Chapter One will describe the condition of the field of intercultural camrunication in the United States and will present the Western
approach. to intercul tural camrunication in two parts:

descriptions of

potential problans in intercultural ccmnunication and suggestions which'
have been proposed for improving intercultural a::mnunication.

'Ihis will

be done by a general review of the literature on intercultural ccmnunication in the United States.
Chapter TNo will begin with describing the condition of the field
of intercultural ccmnunication in Japan.

It will then introduce a

Japanese approach to intercultural oonmunication.

'!he Japanese tendencies

and attitudes which are likely to interfere with successful intercultural
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cc:mnunication will be identified and described based on literature on
the Japanese culture and people.

Unlike Olapter One, this chapter will

not discuss ha.v t:h= Japanese could improve intercultural ccmnunication
since there is not enough literature for such discussion fran the
Japanese point of view.
Olapter 'rhree will explore differences and similarities in intercultural cc:mnunication between the Western approach and a Japanese
approach.

The canparison is offered to provide a foundation for dis-

cussing a Japanese approach to improving intercultural ccmnunication in
Chapter Four.

The prescriptions in the Western approach will be examined

and rrodified for Japanese use.

Finally, Cllapter Five will inquire into

training practices for Japanese to improve intercultural ccmrn.mication.
This paper, thus, canpa.res intercultural camrunication problems of
westerners and Japanese, and based on this canpa.rison, identifies ways
for Japanese to improve intercultural camm.mication by m::xlifying
Westerners' suggestions for effective intercultural camrunication.

It

also discusses application of the above content.
C.

JUSTIFICATICN OF S'IUDY

There is little literature on intercultural carmunication which is
written based on the Japanese

ass~tions

of reality and human nature.

It is true that t:h=re are many studies on t:h= values or ccmnunication
behavior of the Japanese (cathcart & cathcart, 1982; M:>rsbach, 1982,
etc.), or the contrasts between Japanese and other cultures in these
areas (Okabe, 1983).

They are, however, rrostly based on Western ideas

of intercultural ccmnunication and do not deal with basic questions
such as what kinds of problems the Japanese are likely to encounter or
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display in intercultural carmunication, given their cultural assunptions.
'!he characteristics of Japanese prcblerns may be different fran those of

Westerners' problems.

If this is the case, how could Japanese over-

corre their problems? It would be necessary to rocx:lify Western ways to
improve intercultural carmunication if they were to be adopted by the
Japanese.

'Ihis paper will address these basic questions, which have

been raised, but not explored (Prosser, 1978), or have been discussed on

a limited scope (Inamura, 1980) •
It is hoped that this paper will enhance the study of intercultural cx:mnunication in Japan as it makes the content of the study rrore
appropriate to the Japanese. When, as will be discussed later, the very
ccncept of camrunication is unfamiliar to Japanese, it is unlikely that
the theories and ideas of intercultural camrunication fran the West will
be accepted and understood SIOOOthly by than.

For the subject of inter-

cultural carmunication to be studied by Japanese, it should be acccm.Jdated to their cultural frarre of reference.

'!his paper is ained at

rreeting that need.
It is also hoped that this paper will contribute to the area of
training.

'lhere has been a g.rcwing interest in training programs on

intercultural carmunicatian among Japanese, especially in the business
context.

But the design of programs is usually based on Western thought.

Japanese trainees might be able to benefit rrore fran programs which
acknowledge their own cultural assunptions.

'Ibis paper offers sane

suggestions for designing rrore suitable training programs for Japanese.
In addition, this paper hopes to prarrote the understanding of the
Japanese arrong non-Japanese.

It could help them to understand Japanese

behaviors, attitudes or problems in intercultural ccmnunication, and to
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find ways to achieve mutual understanding.
D.

DEFINITION OF TfilMl

'!he three ternlS which are central to this paper will be defined.
'Ibey are "intercultural ccmmmication," "cx::mnunication," and "culture."
1.

Intercultural camnmication
Intercultural cx::mnunication is broadly defined by Porter and

Sanovar (1982) as carcmunication that "occurs whenever a message producer
is a nenber of one culture and a
(p. 27).

~ssage

receiver is a rre.mber of another"

While this definition does not specify the nature of camruni-

cators, Hoopes and Pusch (1979) indicate it in their definition:
Intercultural camrunication refers to the camrunication process (in its fullest sense) between people of different cultural backgrounds. It may take place among individuals or
between social, political or econani.c entities in different
cultures, such as government agencies, businesses, educational
institutions or the media (p. 6) .
Hanns (1973) eliminates, frcm his definition of intercultural
cx:mnunication, ccmnunication that is "engaged in by diplana.ts and
goverrment leaders," or camrunication through

~dia.

He calls such

cx::mnunication cross-cultural a::mnunication (p. 40) • Prosser (1978) makes
a similar distinction:
Intercultural a::mnunication can be defined simply as that
interpersonal commm.ication on the individual level between
rre.mbers of distinctly different cultural groups. Crosscultural carcmunication can be defined simply as the collective
cxmnunication between cultural spokespersons of different
cultural groups or between whole cultural groups (pp. xi-xii).
'!his distinction will be used in this paper.

Intercultural ccmnuni-

cation will refer to ccmnunication between individuals of different
cultures.

It does not include canmunication between officials of
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nations, or other fonral entities, when their purpose is mainly to represent their organizations.
2.

camrunication
It is difficult to define the concept of camrunication for this

paper, which will explore ccmnunication by the Japanese.

Fbr one thing,

the nature of carmunication differs across cultures, and a culture-free
definition of camrunication has yet to be given.

Saral (1979) contends:

Whereas we readily acknowledge that different cultures perceive
and carmunicate reality. differently, we are still finding it
difficult to question the very culture-bound assumptions nnderlying the prevelent theories and nodels defining the nature
and scope of the ccncept "cx:mnunication" itself (p. 399) •
Fbr another thing, there exist no words in the Japanese language which
are equivalent to the English word, "cannunication," except the loanword,
"kaninikeishon."

It seems inevitable to rely on Weste:rners' definitions

of this tenn at present.

"camn.mication," as used in this paper, will

be defined as it pertains to intercultural a:mmunication.

It has four

canponents.
First, the tenn "cxmnunication" here will refer to face-to-face
camrunication as opposed to ccmnunication through mass media.

Hanns

(1973) describes intercultural camrunication as "participant cx:mnunication" which is "characterized by intense involvement on the part of the
participant cx::mnunicators" whereas the use of mass media is characteristics of cross-cultural a:mnunication (p. 41) • Howell (1977) concurs
with this view:
Ideally, cross-cultural carmunication is confined to mass media
while person-to-person camrunication is desirably intercultural
(p. 4} •
In

face-to-face camnunication, the seoond carponent of the defini-

tion becomes significant.

That is, cannunication will refer to any
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behavior to which meaning is assigned.

This view of a::mm.mication has

been adopted by many intercultural ccmnunication scholars.

For example,

Porter and Sarrovar (1982) define camrunication as "that which happens
whenever meaning is attributed to behavior or to the residue of behavior"
(p. 28}.

Likewise, condon and Yousef (1975) state:

there was cxmmmication if we are referring to any behavior that is perceived and interpreted by another, whether
or not it is s:r;x:>k:en or intended or even without the person's
conscious awareness (p. 2) •
Language is not the only means to camrunication.

camnmication "has

occurred when one person assigns meaning to a verbal or nonvemal act of
another" (Sarbaugh, 1979, p. 2).
'Ihird, camrunication is relational.

Hanns (1973) describes inter-

cultural cxmnunication as b.vo-way where "the participants exchange infermation and fonn unique associations or relationships" as opposed to oneway cross-cultural cx:mnunication (p. 41).

In this view, cx:mnunication

"involves mutual llrpa.ct or influence, with all parties simultaneously
influencing all other parties" (Tucker, Weaver & Berryman-Fink, 1981,
p. 274) • Rogers and Kincaid (1981) state:
Ccmnunication is always a joint occurrence, a mutual process
of info:rmation-sharing between two or rrore persons. In other
words, camrunication always implies relationship (p. 63) •
'Ihat cxmnunication is relational is reoognized as one of the axicms of
a::mnunication postulated by Watzlawick, Beavin and Jackson (1967, p. 54).
Viewing camrunication as relational, not as the mere exchange of infermation, is especially irrportant for this paper since the Japanese tend
to perceive their identities in their relationships with others, and to

emphasize the relational aspect of camrunication.
Finally, canmunication will be seen here as a process.

The concept
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of camrunication as process has been widely accepted since the publication of 'Ihe Process of Ccmnunication by Berlo in 1960.

A process nDdel

of camnmication makes a sharp oontrast with linear models in which
ccmnunicatian is seen as unidirectional.

Tucker, Weaver and Berryman-

Fink (1981) state:
A process is a continuous interaction of a large nurrber of
factors, with each factor affecting every other factor, all
at the same tine. A process approach views events and relationships as dynamic, ongoing, ever-changing, and oontinuous.
A process is not a fixed sequence of events having a beginning and end (p. 273) •
I.Doking at camrunication as a process is essential for the study
of intercultural cx:mnunication.
fixed linear causality,

'live

When cx::mnunication is seen as having

cannot transcend our cultural boundaries.

Fbr this view leads us to see only a certain set of cause and effect,
but not another, or prevents us fran perceiving cx:mnunication fran
totally different perspectives.

Furthennore, the linear view of cx::mmm-

ication is thought to be a product of Western thought which emphasizes
the independence of individual elerrents while dismissing the importance
of the relationship aspect (Saral, 1979, p. 398).

It is when we view

cx:mnunication as a process that it will becane possible for us to shift
our cultural frame of reference to fit to another.
In

short, the teDn "ccmnunication" is defined for this paper as a

relational process of face-to-face behavior to which meaning is assigned.
When cx:mnunication is defined this way, the goal of cx:mnunication cannot
be merely the transmission of infonnation.

Rogers and Kincaid (1981)

state:
Ccmnunication is defined as a process in which the participants
create and share infonnation with one another in order to reach
a mutual understanding (p. 63) •
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In

this paper, mutual understanding will be considered to be the goal of

intercultural camrunicatian.

People will try to reach this goal when

they aim toward inproving intercultural camu.micatian.
3.

CUlture
'lhe concept of culture has been defined in various ways in differ-

ent fields of study.

Bamett and Kincaid (1983) state:

Iefinitians of culture center upon extrinsic factors such
as the artifacts tbat are produced by society (clothing,
food, technology, etc.), and intrinsic factors such as the
beliefs, attitudes, perceptions, and values of a society
(p. 171).
In the

field of intercultural ccmnunication, the errphasis has been

placed upon "intrinsic factors," or those aspects of culture which have
been internalized by members of the culture rather than "extrinsic

factors," or material objects and institutionalized systems of a society.
Prosser (1978},.for example, emphasizes tbat "culture includes the
passing on of language patterns, values, attitudes, beliefs, custans,
and thought-patterning" (p. 153) • Hoopes and Pusch (1979) define

culture as:
the sum total of ways of living; including values,
beliefs, esthetic standards, linguistic expression, patterns
of thinking, behavioral no.nus, and styles of ccmnunicatian
which a group of people has developed to assure its survival
in a particular physical and human environ:rrent (p. 3).
CUlture seen in the above manner can be called "subjective culture"
since it is "located in human minds and hearts" (Prosser, 1978, pp. 160161).

Subjective culture is of pr.llre importance in the field of inter-

cultural camnmication since it has significant inp3.ct an the way people
ccmnunicate.

Brembeck (1977) contends tbat "we camnmicate essentially

in tenns of our culturally derived thoughts and behaviors" (p. 13) •
~

the concept of perception has been recognized to be important
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for understanding cultural differences, this concept has becare a basis
for defining "culture," or "subjective culture."

Singer (1982), for

example, defires culture as "a pattern of perceptions and behavior
which is accepted and exp::cted by an identity group" (p. 56} •

Triana.is

(1972} defines "subjective culture" as "a .'cultural group's characteristic

way of perceiving its social envirorment" (.p. 3) •
For this paper, the definition offered by Triana.is will be used.
CUlture is defined as aspects of subjective culture, including thought
patte:rns, beliefs, values, and vei:ba.l and nonvemal behavior.
When

culture is defined based on perceptual systems, a group of

any number of people can be called a culture insofar as they share the
same perceptual system.

Kim (1984} describes different levels of cul-

tural group rrembership:
'Ihe camon referents of the tenn, culture, generally include:
world regions (.such as Eastem culture and Westem culture} ,
world subregions (such as North American culture and Southeast
Asian culture}, national culture (such as French culture and
Japanese culture}, ethnic-racial groups within a nation (such
as Black American culture and M=xi.can American culture), and
various sociological subgroups categorized by sex, social
class, geographic regions, and countercultural groups (such
as Hippie culture, prison culture, and street culture), am:mg
others (p. 17}.
In

this paper, the focus will be on the cultures of nations or large

regions such as Japanese culture and Western culture.
As a prerequisite to the following discussion, the definitions of

the three major concepts of the study of intercultural cx:mnunication
have been given.

Intercultural cx:mnunication will refer to ccmnunication

between individuals of different cultures.

Cootnunication is defined as

a relational process of face-to-face behavior to which meaning is
assigned.

Culture is defined as aspects of subjective culture, including
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thought patte:ms, beliefs, values, and verbal and nonvel:bal behavior,
and will refer to either the culture of a nation or th= culture of a
large region in the world.
In

the follaving chapters, I will investigate the possibility that

m:xiifying the Weste:m approach to intercultural cx:mnunication would make
the study of this subject more effective for Japanese lea:mers.

I will

first describe the Weste:m approach to intercultural carmunication.
Next, I will introduce Japanese intercultural camrunication problems,
and carpare and contrast them with Weste:m problems.

I will. then present

Japanese ways to improve intercultural camrunication by m:xiifying
Weste:m strategies for effective intercultural camnunication.

CllAPTER I

WESrEm APPROAOI 'IO IN'IERaJLTURAL CDMMU·UCATION

In

this dlapter, I will look at intercultural camn.mication fran

the Western perspective.

I will first discuss the condition of the

field of intercultural camrunication in the United States, and describe

the underlying assurrptions of the study of this field.

I will then de-

scribe the Western approadl to intercultural cx:mnunication.

It will

refer to general trends of ideas in this field, which have been developed
based on social sciences in Western countries.
approadl in tenns of

0..0

areas:

I will describe this

one focuses on problems in intercultural

cx:mnunication as perceived by Westerners, the other on Western ideas on
how to inprove intercultural camrunication.
A.

IN'IERCULTURAL CXMv1tNICATICN AS A FIELD OF S'IUDY

While the origin of intercultural carmunication can be traced back
to ancient times, when people from different cultures first interacted,

the field of intercultural comnunication is still new.

Saral (1977)

states that "the field of intercultural camrunication is relatively
young, and its boundaries are not yet clearly identified" (p. 389).
Asante, New:na.rk and Blake (1979) concur with this view:
It is still not possible to set finn boundaries for the field
of intercul tural camrunication, which borrows from many disciplines, but it can be assurred to cover the relationship of
culture to human interaction (p. 14) •
Many scholars have recognized this field as related to the discipline of
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speech a:::mnunication.

Burk (1975), for exartple, states that "inter-

cultural cxmrn.mication is a sub-field of speech ccmnunication that
focuses up:>n the ccmnunication transactions across cultural boundaries"
(p. 35).

Kim (1984) considers intercultural a:mnunication to be "one of

the newer subsystems of ccmnunication" (p. 14) •

'Ihe field of intercultural ccmnunication inaJrporates the studies
of culture and camrunication.

Porter and Sarcovar (1982) describe the

birth of this field as "the marriage of culture and a:mnunication," and
say:

Inherent in this fusion is the idea that intercultural a:mnunication entails the investigation of culture and the difficulties of camrunicating across cultural boundaries (p. 27) •
Brembeck (1977} states that the study of intercultural cx:::mnunication
includes "a review of the basic nature of culture, or ccmnunication, and
of their relationships" (p. 13} •
Ccmnunication as an important discipline is widely recognized in
the western world.

Prosser (1978} states that "today in western

societies, especially in the United States, the study of ccmnunication,
and specifically the study of interpersonal, oral, and mass a:mnunication,
has becare a very important endeavor" (p. 14).

Underlying this recogni-

tion of camnunication as a discipline is the assumption that carmunication can be improved through systematic study.

Harper (1979) found that

one of the main elements for the definition of ccmnunication throughout
the history of this field was "a natural ability that can be improved by
study" (p. 262) •
'Ihe concept of culture has been studied in various fields such as
anthropology, sociology and linguistics.

In

the field of intercultural

ccmnunication, aspects of subjective culture are of prime importance.
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It has been cla.irred and demonstrated that such aspects of culture as
values, beliefs, and verbal and nonverbal behavior can be scientifically
studied.

Triandis (1972), for example, explores nethods of analyzing

various elements of "subjective culture" such as values, attitudes, nonns
and roles.

In

the area of values, Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck (1961) pre-

sented a theory and the research instrurrent for the cross-cultural testing of the theory.

Cross-cultural differences in nonverbal behavior have

been systematically investigated by many authors in the field such as

Jensen (1982) and MJrsbach (1982) •
It is clear that, in the Western world, both a::mnunication and
rulture are treated as subjects that can be studied.

'As

Prosser (1978)

points out, "the need to define and study oorrmunication and culture
explicitly is essentially Western, and even more essentially characteristic of the United States" (p. 12) •

It is assurred that intercultural

oorrmunication can be studied an the basis of the systematic research and
study of those tv.D areas:
Intercultural oommunication research should describe the interdependence of cnmmunication and culture. careful observation
and astute analysis of cx:mnunication and culture pranise to
assist researchers in understanding the interaction of these
canplex systems and the broad relationships of other variables
(Burk, 1975, p. 36) •
Although the field is still new, an increasing nurrber of people
have recognized the importance of the study of intercultural cxmnunication.

'Ihe graving interest is seen in the dramatic increase in published

books and articles, in the increasing number of conferences, and in the
increase in intercultural a:nummication oourses offered at universities
and colleges.
The grCMth of the field has been built upon the reoognition that
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intercultural camnmication is difficult.

People have a::me to realize

that "intercultural contact not only is inevitable but often is unsuccessful" (Porter &.Samovar, 1982, p. 27).

There have been "needs in

:rceeting practical intercultural 'prcblems'" (Kirn, 1984, p. 13).

Hoopes

(1979) points out that the field "ercerged fran .irmediate experience and
was built upon practical need" (p. 10).

The field has been established

to :rceet the need to overa::me intercultural problems.

Burk (1976) main-

tains:
Intercultural camnmication is intended to develop dl.annels
for understanding, avoiding pitfalls leading to oonflicts,
and resolving oonflicts that arise in transactions across
cultures (p. 26).
'Jlle study of intercultural camnmication is to "identify the 'barriers'
to cx:mrnm.ication across cultures," and to "perfect the carmunication

process" (Asante, Newmark & Blake, 1979, p. 20) •

In the folla.ving

sections, the Western approach will be discussed in these two areas.
B.

PROBLEMS IN INTERCUL'IURAL mMJNICATION'

The central issue of the field of intercultural carmunication has
been considered to be that of differences between cultures.

Stewart

(1978), for example, states that "it is on this issue of differences,
either naturally or by aOifilsition, that intercultural cxmrrunication
rests its claim for identity" (p. 272) • Asante (1980) also maintains:
Cultural differences, not cultural similarity, is the
premise of the field of intercultural a:::mnunication. • • •
The field grew as an effort to capture the essential elements of difference betlNeen people of diverse cultural
backgrounds (p. 401) •
In the Western approadl., difficulty in intercultural canmunication
is associated with various kinds of differences between cultures.

Hoopes
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(1979) maintains that "in basic canmunication theory, differences are

seen as barriers while similarities provide the matrix in which canmunication is made possible" (p. 33) • Likewise, Prosser (1978) states:
Many studies have illustrated that the :rcore the people have in
a:mron with each other, the less likely they are to suffer
serious breakdavns in cxmnunication and cultural distortion
(p. 6) •
In

the folla-1ing section, I will discuss the Western approach to

intercul tural a:mnunication problems.

I will describe four categories

of problems which have been.identified by many authors in the field.
'lhese are:

the assumption of similarities, etlmocentrism, the melting

pot, and stereotypes and prejudice.
1.

The

Assumption of S.imilari ties

Assuming similarities in the face of cultural differences is indicated as a source of problems in intercultural cx:mnunication.

Bam.a

(1982) argues taht "the hazard of assuming similarity instead of differ-

ence" is a stumbling block to intercultural camnmication (p. 326) •
Szalay (1974) cautions against assuming similarities in intercultural
oontact:
intercultural camnmication we cannot autanatically assure
that our partner or audience has the sarre concepts, beliefs
and values as we do. If we work under such assunptions, we
are bound to make nurcerous mistakes and will have little
chance to relate meaningfully to our partner (p. 2) •

In

People assure s.imilarities in various areas.
is nmver.bal behaviors.

One of these areas

Concbn and Yousef (1975) maintain that "there

is a cx:mron notion that nost of the topics included in the nonverbal
area are universal, natural, and not leam.ed" (p. 125).

Since nonver:bal

behavior is largely outside of our awareness and we use it spontaneously,
we tend to assure it is universally-shared, natural human behavior.
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Patterns of thought are another area of assuned similarities.
Porter and Sanovar (1982) point out that "unless they have had experiences with people fran other cultures who follCM different pattems of
tmught, nost people assune everyone thinks in much the same way" (p. 40) •
Stewart (1978} also contends that "nost cxmnunicators assurre a universal
pattem and do not have an insight into the various patterns in cultures"
(p. 311).

While we are usually aware of differences in vocabulary and

grammar between different languages, we tend to overlook the differences
in the ways we use those languages to express ourselves.
Whereas people are generally able to rea:xJilize cultural differences
in sane areas, they seen persistent in seeking fundanental similarity.
Bennett (1979} argues:
• , while most people acknowledge superficial behavioral
differences in dress, custan, language, etc., it takes but a
scratch of this surface to enrounter a basic belief in the
essential similarity of all people. • • • Attanpts to point
out nore fundanental value differences ma.y even be net by
hostility-an indication of how central the ass~tion of
similarity is to our world view (pp. 407-408}.
People may assure similarities without being aware of doing so.
Barna (_1982} states:
Each of us seems to be so unronsciously influenced by our own
cultural upbringings that we at first assune that the needs,
desires, and basic ass~tions of others are the same as our
own (p. 323) •
Hoopes (1979) makes a similar point:
We also make ass~tions about the way other
based an shared values and experiences, what
call "projected a:>gnitive similarity." This
conscious belief that other people think and
the way we do (p. 34} •
'Ihe people who hold the

ass~tian

people think
the psychologists
is the basic unview the world

of similarity are likely to re-

fuse to see differences which actually exist in the communication context:
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The assumption of similarity is not just a passive perspectiveit also defines what will be actively sought. 'Ihus, the observer notes and .imputes .inp:)rtance to hunan similarities while
ignoring or downgrading the irrportance of human differences
(Bennett, 1979, p. 408).

Harris and M:>ran (1982) also discuss our tendency to ignore differences:
We are affected by the cc:rmon lore of the ccmnunity in which
we are raised and reside, regardless of the cbjective validity of this input and .imprint. We tend to ignore or block

out that which is contrary to the cultural "truth" or conflicts with our beliefs (p. 63).
People with this asstnnption may judge cultural differences negatively.

Bama (1982) maintains that "it is very easy to dismiss strange

or different behaviors as 'wrong' , listen through a thick screen of value
judgments, and therefore fail miserably to achieve a fair understanding"
(p. 328) • Brislin (1981) argues that people "becare intolerant of
people both franwithin and outside the culture who deviate in sare
way" (p. 5).
'lhis asstnnption of similarities .impedes intercultural ccmnunication
because it prevents us fran rerognizing and understanding cultural differences.
way

v.e

It leads us to treat people fran other cultures in the same

treat ourselves, regardless of their needs or desires, which may

be totally different fran our own.

It blinds us to actual cultural

differences and makes us react negatively toward them.
2.

Ethnocentrisn
'!he tendency to see other people f:ram our own perspective is said

to be problematic in intercultural ccmnunication.

Harris and M:>ran (1982),

for exarcq;>le, state:
each tend to view other people's behavior in the context
of our own back.ground, that is, we look at others fran the
perspective of our own "little world" and are thus subjective

We

(p. 63) •
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We tend not only to view others fran our own frame of reference, but to
believe that our way is the right way.

In his discussion of difficulties

in cross-cultural interaction, Brislin (1981) writes:
'!he product of a culture's influence, then, is a residue of
behaviors, ideas, and beliefs with which people are cx::mfortable and which they cxmsider "proper" or "the right way"
(p. 6} •

These tendencies may be called etlmocentrism.
that Smmer (1906) introduced this concept.

It is acknavledged

He defines it as follCMS:

Ethnocentrism is the tedmical name for this view of things in
which one's own group is the center of everything, and all
others are scaled and rated with reference to it . • • . Each
group nourishes its own pride and vanity, boasts itself superior, exalts its aNn. divinities, and looks with contempt an
outsiders. Each group thinks its aNn. folkways the only right
ones, and if it observes that ot.h:r groups have other folkways, these excite its scorn. Opprobrious epithets are derived fran these differences (p. 13) .
As in the case of the assumption of similarities, etlmocentrism appears

to be an unoonscious tendency (Ruhly, 1976, p. 22).

Etlmocentrism is cla.:i.m:rl as a major source of problems in intercultural camrunication.

Hoopes (1979} places this idea at the starting

point of the oontinuum of intercultural learning.

Ruhly (1976) views

ethnocentrism as "a major cause of misunderstanding in camrunicatian"
(p. 22).

Sanovar, Porter and Jain (.1981) discuss this concept as a

fX)tential prcblern in intercultural ccmnunication:
If we allav ethnocentrism to interfere with our perceptions,
with our interactions and with our interactions, we will reduce the effectiveness of our efforts (p. 195) .
Etlmocentrism leads to misunderstanding.

As Ruhly (1976) tx>ints

out, "when we behave ethnocentrically, we do not allOW" for the fOSsibility
of differences in meaning" (p. 22} .

Interaction between people fran

different cultures fX)tentially involves various kinds of differences.
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Brislin (1981) states that "often, the same behavior is considered
desirable to people fran one culture and distasteful to people fran the
other" (p. 6).

Us.ing one's own cultural frame of reference for inter-

preting the behavior of others may thus be disruptive in intercultural
settings.
Ethnocentrism also leads us to react negatively toward many different ways in which people in the world operate.

Burk (1976) writes that

"to the well acculturated ingroup :rranber there are two ways to do things,
his way, and the wrong way" (p. 23) •

Hoopes (1979) also discusses this

point:
'Ihe principle characteristic of the ethnocentric is the relatively blatant assertion of perscnal and cultural superiority
(_"my way is the right way"} accarpani.ed by a denigration of
other cultures and other ways. The ethnocentric impulse is to
divide the world into two parts -- us and them (the "we-they"
conflict) (p. 18) •
When

people believe that their way is the right way and superior to any

other way, they may resist interacting with those who do things differently fran their way, or may negatively criticize the strange ways other
people behave.
In

these ways, ethnocentrism creates problems in intercultural

camrunication.

When people are ethnocentric, they will not recognize

or deal with cultural differences.

Rather, they will dismiss the inpor-

tance of understanding those differences, and will negatively evaluate
than in camrunication.
3.

'!he Mel ting Pot
'!he assumption of similarities and ethnocentrism may result in the

irrp:>sition of one's cultural ways on people of other cultures.
maintains:

Folb (1982)
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Perhaps nowhere is a daninant culture's (those who da:ninate
culture) ethnocentrism more apparent than in the missionarylike work carried on by its nembers--whether it be to "civilize" the natives (that is, to impose the conquerers' cultural baggage on than) , to "educate them in the ways of the
white man," or to "Americanize" them (p. 140).
This "Americanization" is referred to as the melting pot.

Brislin (1981)

describes this ooncept:
The "melting pot ideal" was that, if imnigrants blended into
the United States by leaming its language and becaning involved in its institutions, they would have the opportunity
to pursue a decent living (p. 27) •
'Ihis view is likely to create disruptive effects in carmunication
bebo.'een people of the

mainstream culture and imnigrants, especially

when imnigrants do not want to assimilate into the mainstream culture.
People fran the mainstream culture who hold this idea are likely to
impose their own ways without any sensitivity to or respect for the cultural heritage that imnigrants have brought to that culture.

A basic

tenant of intercultural carmunication is that as long as the melting pot
ooncept prevails in a society, it will be difficult to bring about mutual
understanding arrong different groups in that society.
Today, the te:an "the melting pot" is seldan heard, but the idea
remains in the minds of many people.

Bennett (1979) states:

We hear today widespread disavowal of the melting pot in
favor of sane fonn of "cultural pluralism." A good part of
this disavowal, when it canes fran mainstreaners, may be
insubstantially rhetorical (p. 410) •

The idea of the nelting pot prevents people fran mutual respect in intercultural a:::mnunication.

It is more problematic when people are not

aware of having such a th:>ught thanselves.
In

this section, the melting pot is treated as one category of

problans though it appears to be a result of the assumption of similarities
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and ethnocentrism, discussed in the' section prior to this.

For the

rrelting pot has been a special issue by itself in this oountcy, and
seems to deserve as much attention as the other 'b.'o issues.
4.

Stereotypes and Prejudice
Stereotypes and prejudice are another source of problems in inter-

cultural cxmmunication.

Stereotypes are "overgeneralized, oversimplified,

or exaggerated beliefs associated with a catego:r.y or group of people"
(Sanovar, Porter

&

Jain, 1981, pp. 121-122).

We

are .inclined to view

people fran other cultures on the basis of our stereotypes of those
cultures.

Although they serve the "htunan flm.ction of ordering the un-

knavn" (Ruhly, 1976, p. 23), they create problems in ccrcmunication.
Barna

(_1982} contends:

Stereotypes are sturrbling blocks for ccmnunicators because
they .inerfere with objective viewing of stinruli-the sensitive search for cues to guide the imagination tCMard the
other person's reality (p. 327}.
Ruhly (_1976} explains the problems of stereotypes as follows:
Stereotypes, • • • , can cause problems in cx:mnunication
when they canpletely bl.ind us to individual qualities or
variations. On the basis of our stereotyped expectations,
we may send totally .inappropriate rressages, rressages that
confuse or alienate the receiver (p. 23) •
Prejudice is "a rigid attitude ta.vard a group, based upon erroneous
beliefs or preoonceptions" (Sarrovar, Porter

&

Jain, 1981, p. 123).

Ruhly

(1976} points out that it is "often based on stereotyped beliefs."

It

is problematic in camrunication since "the prejudiced person may expect
certain rressages and behaviors (cues) from the other."

Prejudice usually

indicates negative attitudes, but Ruhly suggests that it can be positive
since "stereotypes may include a link between a group and a positive

quality."

She points out that positive prejudice also causes problems
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in carrnunication (p. 24).
Samovar, Porter and Jain (1981) explain the prablans of stereotypes
and prejudice as follows:
If we have strong negative stereotypes and prejudice, we may
choose to live and work in settings that minimize the chances
of contact with persons fran disliked groups. • • • '!he selectivity in our perception and interpretation produced by stereotypes and prejudice induces distortion and defensive behaviors. • • , if the stereotypes and prejudice are very
intense the prejudiced person might engage in active antilocution and discrimination against the disliked group, which
can easily lead to confrontation and open conflicts (pp. 126-127) •
'Ihus stereotypes and prejudice are barriers to intercultural camrunication.
C.

IMPROVING INTERCUL'RJRAL c:x:M-1UNICATICN

Because problans in intercultural ccmnunication arise out of cultural differences, the discussion of improving intercultural camrunication focuses on understan:ling and dealing with those differences.

Sane

scholars, however, seem to anphasize the seeking of similarity for
effective intercultural camrunication.

Sanovar (1979} , for example,

states:
• , students of intercultural ccmnunication should appreciate the cxmronalities found arrong individuals and cultures.
Again, I believe that in the past we have had a fixation on
cultural differences to the point of almost excluding investigations into cultural similarities. • • • For when intercultural camrunication is successful, be it at the international or personal level, it is because our similarities, not
our differences, have linked us together (p. 250) •
On

the other hand, Hoopes (1979} cautions against an anphasis on cultural

similarities:
Differences are central and dealing with them is a fundamental
cross-cultural skill. 'Ihe argument that "we should emphasize
our similarities rather than our differences" simply
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perpetuates cross-cultural conmunication difficulties (p. 331.
In

this section, I will discuss the Western approach to improving

intercultural camrunication.

I will look at the ideas and skills

which mainstream scholars in the field, who emphasize the treatment of

differences, identify as useful for effective intercultural camrunication.
'As

I indicated in the introduction to this paper, the goal of effective

intercultural carmunication is mutual understanding.

The following

section addresses the understanding of cultural differences, cultural
self-awareness, cultural relativisn, and multiculturalisn.
discusses three carmunication skills:

It also

enpathy, non-judgmental attitudes,

and tolerance for ambiguity.
1.

Recognizing CUltural Differences
For effective intercultural camrunication, we need to realize

cultural differences.

Bennett (1979) anphasizes the importance of the

assumption of differences in interracial and intercultural carmunication.
Saral (1979) states:
In order for us to understand the nature and process of intercultural carmunication, we must first understand the nature and
process of ccmnunication as it occurs in different cultures.
Specifically, we must learn how different cultures define and
experience reality, how their different systans of basic beliefs and fundamental orientations create different contexts
within which perceptions, knowledge, and enotions are exchanged
and shared (p. 400) •

The significance of cultural differences is discussed in many
areas, including values, nonverbal behaviors and thought patterns.
Among those areas, the topic of perception seans to receive special
attention for explaining fundamental cultural differences.

Hoopes (1979)

describes "perceptual difference" as:
the idea that everyone perceives the world differently
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and that members of one culture group share basic sets of
perceptions which differ fran the sets of perceptions shared

by manbers of other culture groups (p. 13) •
Singer (1982) anphasizes perceptions for understanding cultural differences.
We need not only to assuire differences between cultures but also
to accept and appreciate than for improving carmunication.

In his dis-

cussion on personality traits for successful cross-cultural contact,
Brislin (1981) mentions "respect for others with different points of
view" (p. 59).

When people respect opinions or values which are differ-

ent fran their own, they can un:ierstand people fran other cultures more
effectively.

Harris and M::>ran (1982) discuss a similar point in regard

to an international manager:
'Ihe cosnopolitan manager, sensitive to cultural differences,
appreciates a people's distinctiveness, and seeks to make
allowances for such factors when carmunicating with representatives of that cultural group. One avoids trying to
impose one's own cultural attitudes and approaches upon these
"foreigners." 'Ihus, by respecting the cultural differences
of others, we will not be labeled as "ethnocentric" (p. 71) •
2.

cultural Self-Awareness
Many problans in intercultural carmunication are associated with

cultural influences of which we are usually not aware.

In the previous

section, it was pointed out that assumptions of similarity and etimocentrign may both be unconscious tendencies.
thought

am

We need to realize ho.v our

behavior are culturally conditioned and to becane aware of

the effect of our culture upon us.

Many authors in intercultural can-

munication call attention to the impact of culture on ways of thinking
and action.

For exarrple, Barnlund (1982) states:

CUltural no:rms so canpletely surround people, so perrreate
thought and action, that few ever recognize the assumptions
on which their lives and their sanity rest • • • • Hunan
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beings, • • • , occupy a symbolic universe governed by cOO.es
that are unconsciously ac-quired and autanatically employed.
So much so that they rarely notice that the ways they interpret ard talk al:x:>ut events are distinctively different fran

the ways people corrluct their affairs in other cultures
(pp. 13-14) •
Developing cultural self-awareness is considered very important
for improving intercultural camrunication.

Szalay (1974) maintains that

intercultural camrunication requires cultural self-awareness (p. 2) .
Hoopes (1979) explains the importance of this cultural self-awareness:
long as our way of perceiving the world--on which our
ccmnunication styles and behavior patterns are based--is
"out of awareness," it is not accessible to being deliberately changed, managed, understood or influenced. It
will continue to contribute to misunderstanding and conflict. 'Ihis condition alters only as the individual becaoos more aware and has more knowledge of the degree to
which his perceptions and his behaviors are culturally
conditioned--that is, as he develops "cultural self-awareness" (p. 16) •

As

'!his ability assists in resolving the difficulty of intercultural

ccmnunication.

Harris and Moran (1982) contend that "increasing one's

general cultural awareness" is the first step to "manage cultural differences more effectively" (p. 72).

Sam::>var, Porter and Jain (1981) de-

scribe benefits gained fran increased cultural self-awareness:
The problem of unwarranted, culturally conditioned assumptions
of projected congnitive similarity can be considerably resolved if we beccxre aware of our own cultural conditioning
and if we recognize that our cultural patterns may have influenced our behavior. In other words, cultural self-awareness should make it easier for us to diagnose difficulties
in intercultural carmunication. • • • As we increase our
cultural self-awareness we should be able to suspend judgment
when confronted in an intercultural encollllter by behavior
that appears odd (p. 61-62) •
Adler (1972) differentiates "cultural awareness" and "self-awareness," although he considers them to be directly related.
Hall (1977) maintains:

Similarly,
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Self-awareness and cultural awareness are inseparable, which
means that transcending unconscious culture cannot be accxmplished without scree degree of self-awareness. Used properly,
intercultural experiences can be a tranendous eye opener,
providing a view- of one's self seldan seen under nonnal conditions at hane (p. 212).
Self-awareness, or knowing oneself, is regarded as basic to intercultural
carmunication.

Saroovar, Porter and Jain (1981) state that "perhaps the

first thing we can do to improve our intercultural ccmmmication and
resolve many of our problems is to know ourselves" (p. 202) • Newnark
and Asante (1975) also contend:
It is our belief that effective intercultural carmunication
hinges on the ability to understand and know the dimensions
of one's identity and to be aware of the structures and
elanents that canprise "who one is" (p. 55) •
In

addition, knowing ourselves is an important step in exercising enpathy

(Bennett, 1979), which is one of the rrost vital skills in intercultural
carmunication.
3.

CU1 tural Relativism
For improving intercultural carmunication we need to avoid the

belief that our way is the only right way.
cultures are just as .valid as our own.

We should realize that other

This shift fran absolute to

relativistic thinking needs to be anphasized for effective intercultural
carmunication.

Harris and Moran (1982) maintain:

• • • , it (cultural understanding) should teach us that culture
and behavior are relative, and that we should be rrore tentative,
and less absolute, in our human interactions (p. 72) •
Brislin, Iandis and Brandt (1983) anticipate such a shift in "intercultural behavior":
••• , we should expect a move toward a relativism in
perceptions and away fran seeing the world in tenrJS of moral
and behavioral absolutes. Thus, appropriate and necessary
behaviors would becorre more situationally (culturally) specific
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so that the individual rould accept a greater variety
of such behaviors both in others and in himself (p. 6).
Saral (1979) also contends that "there is no absolute reality, nor is

there a universally valid way of perceiving, cognizing, or thinking"
(p. 81).

No one culture is inherently better or worse than others.
view is often called cultural relativism.

'!his

According to Hoopes and Pusch

(1979):
CUltural Relativism suggests that cultures cannot be judged
or evaluated fran a single or absolute ethical or moral
perspective. Evaluations are relative to the background
fran which they arise. No culture's values, ethics or morals
as a whole may be judged as inherently superior or inferior
to another's (p. 4).
Szalay (1974)_ considers cultural relativism to be a principle of intercultural camrunication.
'nlis notion of cultural relativism is very .irnportant for overcaning
ethnocentrism.

As

long as people believe in the superiority of their

CMn

culture, and evaluate other cultures on the basis of their cultural
perspective, they cannot deal effectively with cultural differences.

We

need to appreciate other cultures as much as our CMn in order to bridge

cultural differences.

The idea of cultural relativism needs to be under-

stood before pluralism or multiculturalism can be accepted in a society.
4.

Pluralism;Multicul turalism/Mul ti cultural Person
'Ihe melting pot concept should be overcane in order to understand

and learn fran the diversity of cultures.

As

more and more people have

becane aware of the .importance of cultural differences, the idea of cul-

tural pluralism has gained popularity.

Hoopes and Pusch (1979) state:

For most thoughtful people, cultural pluralism has replaced
the "melting pot" in describing the multiethnic and multicultural
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character of Anerican society. Ideally, members of
a pluralistic society recognize the contributions of each
group to the ccmnon civilization and encourage the maintenance and developnent of different life styles, languages and
convictions (p. 6) •
In

a pluralistic society, cultural differences will be tolerated.

Brislin (1981) maintains:
• , pluralistic societies encourage or at least tolerate
heterogeneity with respect to the values and custans of different groups. • • , nembers of a pluralistic society see
worth in variation. Different sets of religious beliefs are
tolerated, skin color is not a criterion of mobility, many
different ideas can be freely expressed, and a wide range of
behaviors are seen as appropriate in meeting everyday needs
of food, shelter, clothing, and interpersonal relations
(pp. 288-289) •
In

pluralistic societies, therefore, nore effective intercultural can-

nn.mication can be expected as people learn and improve their a:mnunication skills for bridging differences.
Pluralisn encourages people to becane bicultural or multicultural.
According to Hoopes (_1979) , "the fully bicultural person develops a dual
cultural personality" (p. 20) • Such a person is able to shift fran one
cultural frame of reference to the other as the situation changes, and
to camrunicate successfully with people fran either culture.

A person

will be called multicultural if he or she incorporates more than two
cultural perspectives.

Lum (1982) states that "multicultural persons

and culturally pluralistic persons are considered to be people whose
actions and thoughts reflect more than one culture" (p. 384).

Adler

(_1982) describes a multicultural man as:

• • • a person whose essential identity is inclusive of life
patterns different fran his own and who has psycholO:Jically
and socially cane to grips with a multiplicity of realities •
. • • Multicultural man is the person who is intellectually
and erootionally camtltted to the fundamental untiy of all
human beings while at the same tfute he recognizes, legitimizes,
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accepts, and appreciates the fundarrental differences that lie
people of different cultures (p. 390) •

between

Alt.hough being multicultural ma.y create stress and tension, the

notion of multiculturalism helps us understand how to deal with the cultural diversity in the world.

'!his idea not only encourages the accept-

ance and appreciation of cultural differences, but emphasizes the impertance of shifting a frame of reference for successful intercultural
ccmnunication.
5.

Crnmunication Skills
For .improving intercultural ccmnunication, learning the special

ccmnunication skills necessary for interacting with people fran other
cultures is just as inp:>rtant as understanding the basic concepts of
effective carmunication.

Various camrunication skills and strategies

have been identified as useful for success in intercultural carmunication.
I will discuss three of those skills which are considered important by
many scholars in the field:

empathy, non-judgmental attitud.es, and

tolerance for ambiguity.
a.

Empathy.

Brislin, Landis and Brandt (1983) contend that "the

rrost functional intercultural skill is the ability to take another's
point of view" (p. 5) • Misunderstanding or perceptual distortion occurs
when we perceive others exclusively frcm our point of view.
tive intercultural camrunication,

'We

For effec-

need to overcane our ethnocentric

bias and becane sensitive to the point of view of other people.

Szalay

(1974) discusses this need:
• • • , we must learn to relate to our partner in tei::ms of his
frame of reference. TO be effective, carrmunication has to be
adapted to the cultural background and experiences of our
partner or audience. 'Ihis adaptation is a fundamental requirem:mt that lies at the very core of the intercultural
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caanunication process (p. 2) •
'Ihis skill is often called empathy.

Ruhly (1976) states that

"empathy is the ability to see the world frcm another person's point of
view," and ercphasizes it as one of the two .important qualities for
successful intercultural ccmnunication (p. 29) • Sarcovar, Porter and Jain
(1981) also point out the importance of developing empathy.

Asante

(1980) states that "camrunication across cultures can only be effective

if the camrunicators have empathy for each otffir's culbJral perceptions"
(pp. 40fr-407) • Ruben (1982) includes anpathy in the seven dimensions of
.importance to interculbJral

~tence.

For bridging culbJral differences, empathy is considered to be
indispensable and should be clearly differentiated fran sympathy, which
may produce problems in intercultural a:mnunication.

Bennett (1972)

defines sympathy as "the imaginative placing of ourselves in another
person's position," and empahty as "the imaginative intellectual and
arotional participation in another person's experience."

Bennett (1979)

maintains that "the camnmication strategy roost appropriate to multiplereality and the assumption of difference is empathy" (p. 417) • Stewart
(1978} identifies two kinds of camrunication interfaces:

empathy.

sympathy and

He states:

Under conditions of cultural difference, arq:>athy is the
better interface. It does not assume sirnilarities among
cornnunicators to the degree of sympathy (_p. 313) •
While sympathy may be effective in certain contexts, it is empathy which
is really helpful for understanding people fran other cultures.
b.

Nonjudgmental Attitudes.

OUr

tendency to judge other people

based on our frame of reference or to evaluate their different behavior
negatively

was

discussed earlier as a problem in intercultural carmunication.
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We

need, then, to withhold our judgmental attitude in order to

linprove cormrunication.
reactions"

to

Hoopes (1979) considers "resisting judgmental

be helpful for bridging cultural differences (p. 35) •

After a review of the research on cross-cultural effectiveness, Ruben
(1982) regards "the capacity to be nonjudgmental" (p. 333} as one of the
rrost important skills.

Ruhly (1976} discusses "the ability to perceive

and consider alternative explanations" (p. 28} as an :important quality,

which seans to i.nply the value of being nonjudgmental.

Barna

(1982}

also maintains that people need "to develop an investigative, nonjudgmental attitude" for successful intercultural ccmnunication.
c.

'lblerance for Ambiguity.

is tolerance for ambiguity.

In

Related to the nonjudgmental attitude

intercultural ccmnunication,

we

need to

tolerate unfamiliar and ambiguous situations without judging them hastily.
Brislin (1981} considers tolerance for ambiguity to be an :important skill
in cross-cultural cx:mtact.

According to him, "tolerance for ambiguity

means an ability to think about problems and issues even though all facts
and probable effects of decisions are not known" (p. 55} • Such an ability is necessary when one must carmunicate with people whose values and
beliefs are unknavn., and must act on the basis of tentative assumptions
whli;ch require constant rrodification.

Ruben (1982} states that "the

ability to react to new and ambiguous situations with little visible
discanfort can be an :important asset when adapting to a new environment"
(p. 335}.

In

surn:nary, this chapter has discussed the condition of the field

of intercultural camrunication in the United States and the Western
approach to intercultural camrunication.

'Ihe field is considered to be
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important by Westerners,
It is

ass~d

who

have recognized difficulty in this area.

that intercultural camrunication can be studied and im-

proved through scientific and systematic research on the natures of
culture and camrunication, and their relationship.
'Ihe Western approach to intercultural ccmnunication has been discussed in two areas:

intercultural cc:mnunication problems and ideas

for improving intercultural cxm:nunication.

Four categories of problems,

which have appeared repeatedly in the literature of the field, have been
described.

The "assurrq;>tion of similarities" is a barrier to intercultur-

al carmunication where differences, rather than similarities, play a
major role.

"Ethnocentrism" is regarded as the main source of problems

in intercultural camrunication.
tural camrunication.

Ethnocentric people boast of their cul-

Ethnocentric people boast of their cultural super-

iority, interpret and judge others fran their own standards, and negatively evaluate cultural differences.
a result of the above two problems.

The "melting p:::>t" appears to be
'Ihe belief that other people want,

or should want, to becane like one's cultural group leads to the .llnposition of one's own ways on them.
were discussed.

Finally, "stereotypes and prejudice"

Preconceived ideas and evaluation of a group of people

will distort carmunication with them.

The Western approach to improving intercultural cxm:nunication was
presented in tenns of four ideas and three ccmnunication skills.

"Recog-

nizing cultural differences" is essential for effective carnnunication.
"Cultural self-awareness" is also indispensable.
to realize the influence of culture upon us.

It says that

v.ie

need

'Ihe notion of cultural
11

relativism" fosters nonevaluative attitudes and respect for other cultures.

The

ideas of "pluralism, multiculturalism, and the mutlicultural
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person" encourage us to accept and adapt to more than two cultures and
to have, as a goal, the ability to shift between them.

"Empathy," the

ability to take another's point of view, is considered the most important skills for .i.rrproving intercultural ccmnunication.

"Nonjudgm:mtal

attitudes" and "tolerance for ambiguity" are also essential.
surveyed imply the following prescriptions:

'!he authors

we have to stay CMay fran

judging people of other cultures fran our own cultural perspective; and
we need to tolerate the ambiguity manifested in the intercultural setting
without hasty evaluation.

ClfAP'IER

II

JAPANESE APProAClI 'IO INTER.CULTURAL a::M-ruNICATION POOBLEMS
In

this chapter, I will look at intercultural camumication fran

the Japanese perspective.

I will first describe the condition of the

field of intercultural oomnunication in Japan as it seems .irotx>rtant to
discuss the Japanese perception of the field for the subsequent developm:mt of this paper.

'Ihen, I will present a Japanese approach to inter-

cultural carmunication problems, whidl will address general tendencies
and attitudes of the Japanese which are likely to interfere with effective intercultural camrunication.

There is not much literature on inter-

cultural camumication based on Japanese assmnptions of reality and
human nature.

Therefore, I will identify potential intercultural prob-

lans of the Japanese by borrowing ideas and notions fran the literature
on Japanese culture and people.

That literature provides enough

examples of Japanese intercultural problems, although they do not directly
refer to ideas in the Western approadl.

However, it seems difficult to

discuss how the Japanese can improve intercultural corrmunication without
referring to the Western approach.

So, I will discuss a Japanese approach

to improving intercultural cormrunication in Chapter Four by using and
:rrodifying Western ideas and suggestions for effective intercultural
camrunication.
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A.

The

INTER.CULTURAL <XMvruNICATICN AS A FIELD OF S'IUDY

concept, needless to say the field, of intercultural camrunica-

tion did not exist in Japan until the idea was recently introduced f ran
Western countries.

Even though the concept has been accepted since

then, the number of universities which offer courses in intercultural
camrunication is still very limited.

And intercultural ccmnunication

is not usually taught as an independent discipline.

Stewart (1980)

supp::>rts this observation: ·
• • • , intercultural camrunication is nearly inseperable
fran teaching English. The intimate link supports English
instruction, but blocks developing the potential of intercultural camrunication in the areas of cultural analysis.
'Ihe adhesion to English, and languages generally, also discourages developnents of intercultural ccmnunication in the
fields of political, diplanatic and business negotiations
(pp. 15-16) •
Being part of English instruction, the study of intercultural ccmnunication in Japan deals only with ccmnunication between English-speaking
people and Japanese, ignoring other kinds of intercultural cx:mnunication
such as ccmnunication with Asians or Africans.
'!he two major concepts in the field of intercultural ccmnunication,
culture and ccmnunication, also did not exist until recently in Japan.
Prosser (1978) states:
• , the nod.em Japanese have not even had tenns, until
recently, for such ideas as ccmnunication apart fran language,
or culture apart fran nation, or intercultural ccmnunication
(p. 14).

'Ihe Japanese version of the English tenn "a::mnun.ication" is part

of a group of Japanese words called gairaigo, which have been introduced
to Japan fran other countries and have becane part of the Japanese vocabulary without being translated to Japanese words.

When a new concept is
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introduced to Japan fran outside, a Japanese "WOrd which refers to or
resembles the concept will usually be sought.

When

there is no appro-

priate Japanese word, a new word will be invented, or the foreign word
will be kept and rananized to suit Japanese pronunciation and will eventually becare gairaigo.

The word "kaninik.eishon" is a gairaigo, which

has never been translated to Japanese.
Nakano (1982) J?Oints out that the Japanese did not have the tenn
or concept which referred to the totality of various carmunication activities prior to the arrival of the English· word "ccmnunication." He
explains that the reason why "cx:mnunication" has becc:me gairaigo is that
the English concept of ccmnunication does not fit the nature of Japanese

conduct of speaking and listening (p. 146).
Hamaguchi (1977) presents a sanewh.at different reason for the
absence of the concept of cx:mnunication in Japan.

He argues that when

individuals in a society are independent agents of action, as in Western
societies, ccmnunication is necessary as an intennediary means for them
to relate to one another for the maintenance of their society.

But he

J?Oints out that social interaction itself cannot be an artificial intermediary neans for the existence of the Eastern self.

Japanese or Eastern

people rarely perceive hunan existence as centered in each individual.
Rather, the existence of the Eastern self resides between people.

Its

existence is perceived as encanpassing his or her relationship with
others.

In

a social structure in which people are interdependent, social

interaction itself is an indispensable, intrinsic, and primary factor,
and is a natural phencmenon.

Hamaguchi contends that the concept of

ccm:nunication is not necessary to the Japanese who perceive various
interpersonal and psychological processes as intrinsic factors in the
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structure of human existence (pp. 121-125) •
Kinrura (1972) elaborates on hew the Japanese perceive their existence.

He argues that a certain sarething must exist before the Japanese

self a:m:s into existence.
people.

He calls this "sanething" the space between

"Space between people" is a prerequisite to the existence of

the Japanese self.
what is not self.

Self will came into existence the manent it encounters
But it is not that self brings what is not self into

existence, or that what is not self calls self into existence.

Self

and what is not self came into existence s.irnultaneously fran the space
between them at the nanent they meet each other (pp. 14-15) •
In the introduction of this paper, camrunication is defined as relational and as a process.

This Western conceptualization of conmunica-

tion assum=s at least b.u entities.

Before a::mmmication takes place,

there exist at least b.u independent, separate selves.
will becane interrelated as camn.mication goes on.

On

These selves
the other hand,

the Japanese self needs a relationship with another self in order to
come into existence.
connection.

To

put it another way' it exists in the state of

Interoonnectedness or relationship, which is assumed to be

developed through ccmnunication in the Western definition, is a presuppJsition to the existence of the Japanese self.

It can be said that the

process of camn.mication is built into the structure of human existence.
It is difficult for Japanese to objectify or conceptualize camn.mication
which is the very foundation of their existence.

Thus, the Japanese

fundamental assumptions regarding human existence defy the develo:pnent
of the concept of ccmnunication.
Since the Japanese have trouble conceptualizing "camn.mication," it
seems impossible for them to think that it can be studied systenatically.
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Stewart (1980) argues:
• • • , there exists in Japan a deep underlying resistance

a technical or professional treatment of speech-carmunicatian. • • • , it delays the developnent of curricular
courses of study in the field of speech-carmrunication,
generally delivering a setback to the developnent of the
science and art of cx::mnunicatian (p. 15) •
to

In

C'Oiltrast

to

the study of carmunication, the study of Japanese

culture has attracted many people in Japan.

Scholars fran the fields of

sociology, psychology and the like nave discus5ed various aspects of
Japanese culture and people.

'Ihere are also many Westerners who have

written about Japanese culture.

The study of Japan and the Japanese

has becare so popular, even among ccmnon people in Japan, that a new
tenn

has been created for the field; Nihon-ron or Nihonjin-ron, meaning

rQU3'hly the Japan-debate or the Japanese-debate.

Reischauer (1978)

states:
A spate of books and journal articles appeared asking what
it meant to be a Japanese and what was Japan's distinctive
role in the world. The Japanese called it the Nihonjin-ron,
• • • (p. 409) •

The Japanese seem to be very aware of the importance of international or intercultural relationships.

HCMever, they have not realized

that ccmnunication is sanething they could "study," and that the study
of intercultural ccmnunication could enhance such relationships.

The

Japanese have developed their own ways for human interaction, but they
tend

to think

ccnm:m sense.

successful camrunication can be achieved through exercising
If they came to recognize the importance of studying ca:n-

munication for effective intercultural interaction, Nihon-ron or Nihonjinron could be used as a solid base for developing the field of intercultural camrunication.
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B.

POOBI.EM.S IN INTER.CULTURAL C'CM1UNICATICN

As mentioned above, there is not much literature on intercultural

a::mmmication which is written based on Japanese assumptions of reality
or human nature.

It is true that there are many studies on specific

values or oomnunication behaviors of the Japanese (Cathcart & Cathcart,
1982; M:>rsbach, 1982, etc.).

'Ihey are, however, rrostly based on the

Western approach to intercultural camrunication, and do not deal with
basic questions sud1 as what kinds of problems the Japanese are likely
to encounter in intercultural interaction given their cultural assumptions.
Because the Japanese assumptions of reality and human nature differ fran
those of Westem.ers, the potential problems in intercultural ccmnunication in the Japanese context are likely to be different fran those discussed in the previous chapter.

In this section, I will identify sorre

potential problems for the Japanese in intercultural carnrunication by
using books and articles on Japanese culture and people.
The intercultural oomnunication problems of the Japanese seem to
be associated with differences between cultures, which is also the case

in the Western approach.

As

will be discussed in Chapter Three, the

Japanese in general assUire basic human differences.
likely to rerognize cultural differences sensitively.

So they are
'Ihis assumption,

however, leads than to create problems such as exclusionary attitudes
toward foreigners, racial chauvinism and the tendency to rank cultures.
The Japanese inclination toward relativism in ethics, which will be discussed later, seems to produce the problems of lacking a set of principles
which hold true across situations.

Finally Japanese fonnalistic or

intracultural cannunication patterns seem to be problematic if they are
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used in intercultural camrunication.
1.

Exclusionary Attitudes
The Japanese have a tendency to exclude outsiders or foreigners.

They are reluctant to allow foreigners full participation in their
society.

Uresao (1976), for example, states:

Foreign students are aJroost never treated as individuals, but
simple as non-Japanese unable to participate in Japan, which
amounts to an insidious kind of discrimination (p. 23) •
Such exclusionary attitudes discourage the Japanese fran ccmnunicating
with people fran other cultures, and are barriers to intercultural
carmunication.
It is true that Japan has adopted and adapted many foreign ideas
and things in its history.

It is often said that the Japanese have a

great deal of interest in and curiosity about foreign countries.
ever, their curiosity about foreign countries is limited.

How-

That is,

while they are open to foreign ideas and things, they have very exclusionary attitudes toward foreign people.

Christopher (1983) states:

D:spite their readiness to adopt foreign ideas, institutions
and techniques, m::>st Japanese c:bnt' welcxme too much personal
contact with foreigners • • • (p. 57) •
'!he exclusionary attitudes of the Japanese have been statistically derron-

strated:
opinion poll taken in 1980 showed that three out of four
Japanese do not associate with foreigners and, what's m::>re,
don't want to (Taylor, 1983, p. 258).

An

Although cross-cultural study is necessary for comparison across cultures,
the statistics seem to support the Japanese exclusionary attitudes.
Noticing a subtle difference between Japanese attitudes toward
foreign cultures and those toward foreigners themselves, Hayashi (1977)
points out that the Japanese have little face-to-face contact with
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foreigners in spite of their interest in and adoption of foreign cultures.

He explains that this is because the Japanese want to maintain

autonanous control over their acceptance of foreign cultures by interpreting those cultures in the ways which suit them.

Such autonanous

control is not possible in face-to-face carmunication with foreigners
(pp. 193-194) •
Clark and Taka.nura (1979) discuss a similar point.

They contend

that the Japanese tendency to perceive their identity in their imnediate
relationships explains their exclusionary attitudes toward foreigners.
That is, the Japanese are exclusionary in the d.i.rrension where they pursue their identity while they are open in other d.i.rrensions.

If they

easily accept outsiders into their society, they might lose the meaning
of their existence (p. 96).

Thus, they need to keep foreigners away fran

their human relationships.
Tsurumi (1972) finds the source of these seemingly contradictory

phenanena, the Japanese openness toward foreign cultures and their exclusionary attitudes tavard foreign people, in Shamanism.

She argues

that Japanese society is characterized by the fact that Shamanism, which
is supposed to be a primitive religion, is still alive today (p. 37) •

She points out that one of the characteristics of Shamanism is its ccmplete openness to things and ideas, and its exclusiveness about human
relationships.

She explains that this exclusiveness results fran the

fact that the rituals of Shamanism are conducted secretly by the Shaman
and the people who believe in Shamanism (pp. 146-14 7) • Thus, the ideas
of Shamanism seem to direct the Japanese to exclude outside people while
allowing then to take in new things and ideas fran outside.
The exclusiveness of the Japanese is not limited to their attitudes
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t.o.vard foreigners.

'Ihey have exclusive attitudes toward outsiders in

their social life as well.

Nakamura (1964) :EX>ints out that "the

Japanese attach.great irn:EX>rtance to a limited and specific human nexus,"
and maintains that exclusiveness and closedness are characteristics of

such a nexus (pp. 488-489) • Reischauer (1978) states:
Japanese are inclined to stick to already established group
contacts and put all other persons into a well-defined category of "others" (p. 144) •
F.s a result of their carmitment to a network of relationships with certain people, the Japanese tend to have exclusionary attitudes toward

any outsiders, including other Japanese "outsiders."
Nak.ane (1972) also discusses the exclusiveness of a Japanese
social group (p. 111) • She differentiates three categories of people in
tenns of the way a Japanese perceives his or her society.

'Ihe first

category consists of those people with whan a Japanese works or spends
most of his or her time.

'Ihe second category canprises the people who

exist in the extension of the first category.

Most of the social life

of a Japanese is spent with the people in the first and second categories.
All the others are called strangers, who constitute the third category.
People fran other countries belong to this category.

Nak.ane emphasizes

the importance of ccmnon experiences in the fonnation of the first and
second categories.

She :EX>ints out that it is difficult for foreigners

to have the first or second category-type relationships with Japanese
since they rarely share a sufficient anount of ccmnon experiences with
Japanese.

She also says that canplaints fran foreigners that the

Japanese do not treat them like other Japanese should be ascribed to the
fact that the Japanese do not actively contact and make close relationships with people in the third category (pp. 111-116) •
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'lllus the Japanese tendency to value imnediate human realtionships
within their society explains their exclusionary attitudes tavard any
strangers.

However, Reischauer (1978) thinks that their exclusiveness

is especially strong toward foreign strangers.

He states:

The Japanese sense of solidarity and exclusiveness is clearest
in their attitudes toward foreigners in Japan. '!hey take it
for granted that foreigners are and always will remain foreign
-that is, outsiders (pp. 404-405) •
In

short, the exclusionary attitudes of the Japanese sean to be a

product of several elements.of Japanese culture sudl as values, beliefs
and national or group identities.

These elements sean to be all inter-

'M:)ven and deeply rooted in Japanese minds.

The exclusiveness of the

Japanese is clearly a drawback in intercultural camrunication.

It re-

stricts the Japanese fran initiating carmunication with people fran
other countries.

It discourages foreigners from trying to understand

and carnnunicate with Japanese.

Foreigners may even care to resist

associating with Japanese at all after being rejected by Japanese repeatedly.

2.

Racial Chauvinism
Closely related to the exclusionary attitudes toward foreigners

is the rather strong conviction of the Japanese that they are different.
'!hey tend to believe that they are distinctively different fran the rest
of the peoples in the world.
cultural carmunication.

'!his tendency is problematic in inter-

Reischauer (1978) points out that "the Japanese

sense of being sanehow a separate people--of being unique" is a barrier
in Japan's relationship with the outside world (p. 401)..

'!his seems

also true in the face-to-face interaction of Japanese with people from
other cultures.
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The Japanese seem to find their distinctiveness in the Japanese

race or tribe.

Based on his observation of the tendency of the Japanese

to say, "we, Japanese," in their conversation with foreigners, Kimura
(1972) argues that the Japanese have a collective identity as the Japanese which transcends the level of individual identities.

He contends

that this phrase indicates the Japanese perception of themselves in
association with Japan's long history and with blood relationships
inherited fran all of their ancestors in histo:ry.

He reasons that this

rollective identity produces the exclusiveness and the feeling of
separateness of the Japanese (pp. 10-12) •
Christopher (1983) describes the Japanese sense of distinctiveness
using the tenn "tribe."

He states that "the only way to win ccmplete

acceptance by Japanese is to be born into their tribe" (p. 49) • Even
Japanese citizenship does not have significant meanings for being regarded as a Japanese.

Christopher states:

••• , while it is possible--though not particularly easy-for a foreigner to aa;ruire Japanese citizenship, it is not
possible for an imnigrant or the children of imnigrants to
"becane Japanese" the way such people can "becane American."
• • • : you have to be born into the tribe. For that is
what the people of Japan--or at least more than 97 percent
of them--really are: manbers of a single great tribe united
not just by ccmnon citizenship or camon language but by
cannon bloodlines, ccmron racial rnemo:ry and ccmnon tribal
codes, scme of which stretch back into prehisto:ry (p. 51) •
'Ihe Japanese tendency to perceive themselves as ve:ry distinctive
seems to reinforce their exclusionary attitudes toward foreigners,
which has been discussed above.

But it also creates further problems

in intercultural ccmnunication by leading Japanese to believe that they
are so different that no other peoples in the world can ever really
understand them.

Clark and Takemura (1979) have observed that the
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Japanese are not willing to help foreigners in the study of Japanese
human relationships, which is the key to understanding the Japanese
people, while they are eager to introduce Japanese arts such as flower
arranganent or traditional plays to the outside world.

Clark and Takerrrura

ascribe this selectiveness in introducing their culture to foreigners
to the Japanese belief that foreigners will never fully understand
them (pp. 108-109), a conviction Nakane also discusses (1972, p. 30).
Such a conviction will prevent Japanese fran making themselves understood
to the rest of the world.
Unesao (1976) calls Japanese culture the "radio receiver" type
since it does not transmit, but only receives infonnation.

He maintains:

Japanese tend to be self-abnegating in their desire to understand others, but passive when it cares to getting others to
un<Erstand them. • • • , gathering infonnation is accorded a
positive value, while attempting to make the people of other
countries understand the Japanese is actually thought to be
less than useless, even negative (p. 27) •
'llle passiveness of the Japanese in making themselves understood is likely
to preclude the possibility of mutual understanding in intercultural

carmunication.
'llle tendency of the Japanese to believe finnly in their distinctiveness can be labeled as racisn.

Reischauer (1978) states:

The Japanese concept of their difference fran other peoples is
not so much a matter of superiority, that is, of quality, but
a difference in kind. They see themselves as being different
not because they are better or worse than others but simply
because they are different. In essence it is a deeply racist
concept, alm::>st as though Japanese were a different species of
animal fran the rest of the world (p. 4ll).
Christopher (1983) also notes the discrimination practiced by the Japanese
against Koreans, Chinese and Burakunin, a group of outcasts who were
exiled to certain hamlets and only allowed to perfonn the most distasteful
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menial labor (p. 47).
Hori (1977) refers to a series of public opinion p:::>lls conducted
fran 1958 through 1973.

'!he p:::>lls show that the Japanese consider their

own race to be superior to J?eOple of all other nations (p. 90).

Chris-

topher (1983) maintains that the Japanese, "in their hearts, feel
superior to the rest of the world" (p. 57) • This feeling of distinctiveness or superiority may be called racial or tribal chauvinism, and is a
barrier wh:n Japanese carmunicate with J?eOple of different racial backgrounds.

'!hey may distort the meanings of messages fran those J?eople

or behave arrogantly toward them.
'lb surrmarize, the prevailing Japanese conviction that they are very

different fran other J?eOples creates difficulty in intercultural carmunication.

'!he Japanese I:Jerceive their distinctiveness as centered in

their race and exhlbit discrimination toward other races.

'!hey may bring

to the intercultural setting the preconception that foreigners will never
understand than.

'!heir racial chauvinism discourages mutual understand-

ing and mutual reSJ?eCt.
3.

'!he Tendency to Rank CUl tures
While the Japanese tend to believe in their racial superiority, they

do not necessarily consider their nation to be the best in the world.

Instead of regarding Japan as superior to all countries, the Japanese
seem to rank countries including their own.

'!heir inclination to view'

countries in tenns of sare privately conceived national ranking system is
likely to produce problans in intercultural carmunication.

'!hey may have

either p:::>sitive or negative attitudes toward J?eOple of other countries
according to their relative standing in the ranking system.

'Ihese

attitudes may prevent Japanese fran genuinely understanding J?eOple fran
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other countries.
Kano (1976) describes the Japanese sensitivity to ranking:
Psychologically, a Japanese tends to be insecure, uncertain
of his ego-identity unless he can clearly define his relationship with others around him, his relative position in the
camrunity or the group(s) he belongs to. 'Ihis tendency • • •
creates a national hypersensitivity about international reputation and image. 'Ihe Japanese preference for ranking and
hierarchies is closely related to this particular psychological
pattern and the social structure that has sustained it (p. 8) •
Reischauer (1978) observes:
• • • , the Japanese with their emphasis on hierarchy within
their own society, tend to think of countries in a hierarchical order. All people do this to sane extent, but the
Japanese more frequently and more consciously than rrost. • • • ,
they do remain surprisingly conscious of their relative world
standing in a mnnber of statistical categories (p. 413).
Taylor (1983) also discusses the importance of hierarchy in Japan:
'Ihis love of hierarchy extends to nations and races.
Japanese rank them unabashedly according to their "superior"
or "inferior" qualities, and Japan's niche in the hierarchy
is carefully monitored (p. 52) •
Because of this tendency, the Japanese are generally interested in public
opinion polls about other countries (Hori, 1977) •
'Ihe Japanese tend to rank countries according to objective standards such as GNP, productivity and per capita incare.

'Iherefore, they

are ready to accept that Japan is not superior to all the other countries.
Reischauer (1978) points out "the Japanese readiness at most times to
admit the superiority of at least sare other countcy or countries" (p. 407) •
As a result of their awareness of the relative standing of Japan

in the world, the Japanese are likely to perceive and treat people of
different cultures differently.
For this reason Japanese have absurd, unreasoning feelings of
inferiority toward Americans or Europeans, but flaunt an
equally unreasoning superiority and self-importance in the face
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of Southeast Asians or Africans (Nasu, 1978, p. 65) •
.Mestenhauser (1981) finds this tendency arrong Japanese students:
my own study of the Japanese students' reactions to the
foreign students in Japan, I am learning that they have
different reactions, for example, to Koreans or other Asian
and African students, than they do to the Arrericans and

In

Europeans (p. 8) •

'!he acceptance of the superiority of other countries seems to
produce mixed feelings when canbined with racial chauvinism.

In

other

words, the Japanese have both superior and inferior feelings toward
people fran countries ranked higher than Japan.

While most Japanese

seem to have an "inferiority carplex" toward Westerners, they still
harbor a belief, deep in their minds, in their racial superiority.

'!he

relative balance of the two kinds of feelings, superiority and inferiori ty, seems to vary fran person to person.

Regarding higher-ranked

countries, sane Japanese have very strong racial chauvinism without any
feelings of inferiority, while sane are very conscious of Japan's relative standing in the world and have feelings of inferiority with little
racial chauvinism.
On

the other hand, the Japanese feelings of superiority toward

lower-ranked countries may be very strong because they are likely to be
a product of the Japanese belief in both racial and national superiority.
'!he Japanese inclination to rank countries and form superior and
inferior feelings based on such rankings is problematic in intercultural
ccmnunication.

'!hey may evaluate people of higher-ranked countries

positively while judging people of lov.er-ranked countries negatively.
Nakane (1972) points out that while the Japanese tend to admire anything
fran European and American cultures, they often impose their own ways of
doing things on less devel~ countries considering their ways superior
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to the local ways m every aspect (p. 37).

Such preconceptions about a

cx:mnunication partner, whether they be positive or negative, are likely
to distort the meaning of the massage or behavior of the partner.

Fran

the marent that the partner's country of origm is known, the Japanese
may be either ready

to

accept and confonn to anything the partner says,

or may be detennined to reject or dCMngrade anything the partner eatmunicates.
4.

The Lack of Absolute Principles
The Japanese behavior tends to be guided by relativism or particu-

larism.

'!his tendency has been singled out by many scholars as one of

the most important elanents shapmg Japanese culture.

Lebra (1976)

considers "social relativism" to be the Japanese ethos (p. 9).

Similarly,

Hamaguchi (1977) maintains that particularism-situationalism constitutes
the ethos of Japanese culture (p. 32) • The orientation of the Japanese
toward relativism or particularism discourages them fran holding universalistic prmciples, which they could rely on across a broad scope of
situations.

This relativistic orientation may seem helpful for mter-

cultural conmunication where it is useful to be flexible.

But it may

create problems because people without absolute prmciples are likely to
suffer fran infonnation overload or identity diffusion in intercultural
settmgs.
Nakane (1978) calls Japan "a country without prmciples."

Accord-

mg to her, the religious beliefs or rrorals of the Japanese are not
powerful enough to control their eve:ryday behaviors.

She maintains that

Japanese life has never been governed by universalistic prmciples such
as ethical systems (pp. 161-163) •

~ri

(1977) also argues that the

Japanese do not follow absolute principles in guiding their behavior.

'
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Christopher (1983) discusses a similar point:
Neither political ideologies nor fonnal religious creeds have
the same absolute and unalterable grip upon nost Japanese
that they have on many Westerners (p. 55) •
While Western ethics is based on nniversalistic principles, the
Japanese tend to regulate their conduct according to the situational
no:rms of hunan relationships.

Reischauer (1978) states:

• • • , there can be no doubt that the Japanese on the whole
do think less in te:rms of abstract ethical principles than do
Westerners and more in te:rms of concrete situations and canplex hunan feelings (p •. 140).
'!his difference seems to be manifested in the sanctions for bad conduct.
Benedict (1946) characterized Japan as a sharne culture, as opposed to
the guilt cultures of the Christian West.

The Japanese are so deeply

concerned about the opinions and feelings of others that shame can be
an important social sanction.

Benedict states:

Shame is a reaction to other people's criticism. A man is
shamed either by being openly ridiculed and rejected or by
fantasying to himself that he has been made ridiculous. In
either case it is. a potent sanction. But it requires an
audience or at least a man's fantasy of an audience (p. 223).
'!he lack of absolute principles of the Japanese seems to be problema.tic in intercultural interaction, where they usually enconnter a
great deal of unfamiliar infonnation from an unknavn culture.

They are

likely to be distracted by too much nncertainty since they do not have
clear directions to categorize the ideas and behaviors presented in that
carmunication setting.

It is difficult for than to maintain their

identities because they lack the principles that define who they are
across situations.

Reischauer (1978) discusses this point:

One result of an ethical system oriented more to specific
relationships than to abstract principles is that in an unfamiliar context it gives less clear guidance. When confronted by the nnfarniliar, a Japanese is more likely to feel
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unsure of himself than a person who is smugly confident of
the universality of his own principles. This is particularly
true of a Japanese abroad, • • • (p. 144) •
Because of the lack of absolute principles and the value placed on
human relationships, it is essential for Japanese to create and maintain
relatively close relationships in their imnediate environments.

This

necessity is manifested in two extrane patterns of Japanese living overseas.

Nakane (1972) descrires the Japanese at one extreme who spend

rrost of their time with the Japanese cormu.mity in the local area, and
the Japanese at the other extrane who tum their backs an the Japanese
camrunity and assimilate into the local society.

'Ihe Japanese who rely

on a dense network of tangible human relationships will tJ::y to establish
such relationships with local people when they cannot make contact with
other Japanese in the area (p. 54) • Clark and Takemura (1979) also find
these two extrane cases to

~

typical of Japanese living overseas (p. 92).

It seems difficult for the Japanese to appreciate both Japanese and
the host cultures in a foreign countJ::y.

'lb

a Japanese who perceives his

or her identity in specific relationships, nat'bership in two cultural
groups is likely to result in two self identities, and psychological
dilarma may result fran the dual identities.

It seems necessary for a

Japanese to belong to only one group in order to maintain a stable identi ty.

Furthenrore, loyalty to only one group, whether it be a work group,

a school group or a cultural group, is valued in Japan.

Nakane (1972)

has observed that only a feN Japanese living overseas have contact with
both Japanese and local people (p. 54) •
5.

Fonnalism or Imposition of the Japanese carmunication Patterns
'Ihe Japanese have a strong tendency to stay with already established

relationships and are not interested in making new relationships.

This
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is a problem in itself, as has been discussed earlier.
another problem associated with this trait.

But there is

That is, the Japanese are

so accustaned to and canfortable with the carmunication patterns for
their close relationships that they do not know how to carmunicate with

people they know little about.

'!his creates trouble in intercultural

camrunication since they tend to be too fonnal with unknavn carmunication
partners or to impose their familiar carmunication pattenis which are
not appropriate for intercultural interaction.
'Ihe Japanese employ implicit, intuitive, nonverbal a::mnunication

when they interact with their group nembers.
OJfilOOil

Since they share a lot of

experiences and spend a great deal of time together, they need not

verbalize much.

Hall (1977) calls such implicit carrmunication "a high-

context carrmunication," which is "one in which rrost of the info:rmation
is either in the physical context or intenialized in the person, while
very little is in the coded, explicit, transmitted part of the message"
(p. 91) •

Explicit, ve:rbal camrunication is considered undesirable by the
Japanese.

Reischauer (1978) maintains:

They have a positive mistrust of verbal skills, thinking that

these tend to sh.av superficiality in contrast to inner, less
articulate feelings that are ccmnunicated by innuendo or by
nonverbal means (p. 136).

en

the other hand, indirect, implicit ccmnunication is respected.

and Birk (1983) state:
In the Japanese view, a good cx::mnunicator can "sasshi ga
hayai," or catch on quickly to another's meaning or desires
before they are made clear and certainly before being logically
conveyed. "Haragei" (hara-(belly)- gei-(sensitivity or
subtleness) is often referred to, by Japanese, as the way of
Japanese ccmnunication. It can be understood as heart-to-heart
carmunication or the art of guessing inner thoughts by

Ramsey
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nonve:r:bal rreans (pp. 245-246) •
Such Japanese cx::mnunication can be described as empathy.

In

fact, it

has been pointed out that enpa.thy is an important characteristic of

Japanese interpersonal cxmnunication (I.ebra, 1976; Stewart, 1980) •
'!he characteristics of Japanese cxmnunication discussed above apply
to their intragroup ccmnunication, but not to their cxmnunication with
outsiders.

Wagatsuma (1982) points out that the Japanese practice

empathy arrong their group members while they tend to have negative
feelings such as hostility or canpetition toward outsiders and strangers
(p. 69) •

It can be said that the Japanese are so used to and comfortable

with their intragroup cx::mnunication that they will be at a loss when
they need to cxmnunicate with unfamiliar people.

Oshio (1982) states:

Af3 for those with whan one does not even cane into contact--

canplete strangers--while it is true that we Japanese are
curious about them, we feel no desire to carmmicate with
them, since at best any ccmnunication would be ru.dirrentary
canpared with the subtle carmunication possible among the
close-knit members of the family circle (p. 106) •
'!he Japanese rarely have the opportunity to talk to and develop relationships with strangers.

'!his is especially true with foreign strangers.

'!he exclusionary attitudes of the Japanese, which have been discussed
above, also reduce their chances to interact with strangers and foreigners.
Suzuki (1982) associates the difficulty of the Japanese in can:nunicating with strangers with the Japanese language itself.

He points

out that pronouns and their equivalents in Japanese are selected based
on the relationship of the speaker and the listener in each situation.
In

other words, the speaker ranks the listener in tenns of the degree

of intimacy, the age difference, the sex difference and the like, and
detennines his or her relative position to the listener.

Suzuki thinks
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that the Japanese cx:mld not deteJJrtine their :r;x::>si tions when they face a
person who they know little about or to whan they cannot apply their
standards for determining relative :r;x::>sitions.

He argues that the

Japanese language is not very functional for interacting with strangers,
especially with foreigners whose relative :r;x::>sitions would be most
difficult to locate (p. 126) •
Thus, the Japanese tend to lack experiences with and skills for
interacting with strangers, especially foreign strangers.

It is likely

that they will be at a loss in intercultural camru.nication where they
encounter unfamiliar people.

Not knowing how to carmunicate with

foreigners, Japanese are likely to employ inappropriate ccmnunication
patterns.

Nakane (1978) argues that Japanese usually employ fonnalized

pattenls for guiding their behaviors, instead of expressing themselves,
in such ccmnunication.

For:ma.lism in camrunication is a defensive strat-

egy, and is a helpful means to overcare the uncertainty which usually
exists between people of different groups.

Nakane :r;x::>ints out that

fonnalism in carmunication is the source of much of the foreigners'
dissatisfaction with their interaction with Japanese (pp. 101-102) •
Reischauer (1978) observes for:ma.lity:
Japanese on the whole are less inclined than Westerners to
enter into casual contacts and are likely to seem forbiddingly fonnal in any new encounter (p. 144) •
Nakane (1972) maintains that the Japanese tend to impose their
intragroup ccmnunication patterns when they are very enthusiastic about
camrunicating with certain strangers.

However, this does not usually

work because they do not share corcm:m backgrounds with the strangers.
Nakane maintains that this irnr:osition of their familiar a:mnunication
patterns on foreigners is one of the reasons that Japanese are disliked
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by the foreigners in spite of their good intentions (pp. 118-119) •

Neither of the patterns, fo:r:malized carmunication or intragroup
carmunication, is likely to lead to mutual understanding.
between

The distance

Japanese and foreigners will stay large, and "real" ccmmmication

will be impeded as long as the Japanese use the fo:r:malized conmunication
patterns.

'Ihe Japanese who impose their familiar intragroup a::mnunica-

tion patterns are not making allowances for cultural differences in
a::mnunication styles, and are likely to arouse frustration and hostility
in their cx:mnunication partners.
'lb surrmarize, five potential difficulties of Japanese in inter-

cultural camrunication have been discussed.

One of the problems is their

exclusionary attitudes tavard foreigners, which seem to prevent them
fran initiating interactions with foreigners.

Another problem is the

Japanese belief that they are distinctively different frcm the rest of
the peoples in the world.

This racial chauvinism discourages Japanese

fran making themselves understood to other peoples, and from achieving
mutual understanding.

Their tendency to rank cultures is also problem-

atic because they are likely to evaluate people of other cultures either
positively or negatively, which distorts their perception of those
people.

'Ihe Japanese in general lack absolute principles for guiding

behaviors.

'Ihis is a drawback in intercultural interaction since people

without principles are likely to becare unsure of their identities in
unfamiliar situations.

The

last problem discussed in this chapter is the

Japanese use of fo:r:malism or their intragroup ccmnunication patterns in
intercultural ccmnunication.
cultural settings.

Both patterns are inappropriate for inter-

Fo:r:malism will prevent "real" carrnunication, and the

use of Japanese intragroup ccmnunication does not accanodate cultural
differences.

ClIAPmR I I I

a:NTRAST AND CCM?ARIS<E OF WES'!Em AND JAPANESE APPOOAOIE'S
'ID IN'mRCULTURAL cx:M-1WICATICN PRCBIEM5

As

has been discussed, difficulty in intercultural camrunication

arises out of various kinds of cultural differences both in the westem
approach and a Japanese approach.

'Ihere seem

to

be, however, sare

differences between the prablans of Westemers and those of Japanese.

In this chapter, I will canpare the Westem approach and a Japanese
approach to intercultural ccmnunicatiai problems.

First, I will discuss

fundamental differences between Western and Japanese cultures which seem
to

tmderlie the differences in intercultural a::mmmicatiai prablans be-

tween the

two

cultures. Next, I will examine whether the prablans the

Westem approach focuses upon discussed in Chapter One are relevant or
~iate

to

a Japa?Ese approach discussed in Chapter '!WO.

In

so doing,

I will cc:mpare and ccntrast the characteristics of the problems of Westemers and those of Japanese.

Finally, I will identify the problems

which are peculiar to the Japanese.
A.

FtNDAMENTAL CUL'IURAL Dll'E'ERENCES BE'lWEEN '!HE WEST AND J°1'.PAN
In his

pioneering work, 'Ihe M2eting of East and West, Northrop

(1966) has IX>inted out a significant difference between Eastem civilizatic:n and western civilization.

On tbe one hand:

'Ihe oriental IXJrtion of the world has concentrated its attention
upon the nature of all tltlngs in their errotional and aesthetic,
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purely empirical and positivistic imnediacy. It has tended to
take as the sum total of the nature of things that totality of
inmediately apprehended fact • • • (p. 375) •

en

the other hand:
What the West discovered is the existence of a factor in the
nature of things, not inmediately apprehended, which only
theory can designate, and which only indirect verification
through its deductive consequences can confi:an or deny (p. 305) •
While the Easterner appreciates imnediate experience, "the

Westerner is one step removed fran experience" (Stewart, 1972, p. 25}.
It is true that Westerners value empirical facts; however, they go beyond
the factual stage, and pursue "the underlying laws and principles of
which the direct experience of the Oriental observation is just an
illustration."

In

Western civilization, "the process of abstraction and

generalization" has been nurtured, and the capacity "to think in tenns
of absolutes and universal abstract principles" has been highly regarded
(Peterson

&

Shimada, 1978, p. 797} •

'!he Western mind has been concerned

with the discovery of scientific laws which hold true under the same
condition, in other 'WOrds, with scientific universalism.
Developed in accordance with other Oriental cultures, Japanese
culture is characterized by the emphasis on inmediacy.

Kishimoto (1967}

maintains:
Inmediate experience plays a very irrportant role in Japanese
life. The Japanese people introspectively ponder and explore
the danain of inmediate experience. '!his is a very concrete
domain for a Japanese. If conceptual speculation goes too far
into abstract thinking, a Japanese quickly loses interest (p. 112).
According to Kishimoto, two major religions in Japan, Shintoism and
Buddhism "focus their main concern on the danain of inmediate experience"
(p. 115}.

Having taken different routes of civilization, Westerners and the
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Japanese seem to differ in their construal of reality.

It seems to be

assurred in the West that reality--man, nature, and society--can be
understood roore by scientific theorization or logical reasoning than by
direct observation or inmediate experience.

Northrop (1966) maintains:

Confronted with himself and nature, Western. man arrives by
observation and scientific hypothesis at a theoretical con-:
ception of the character of these two factors. 'Ihis theoretical conception, even when detennined by empirically and
experirrentally controlled scientific methods, always affirms
roore, • • • , than bare facts by thanselves provide (p. 294) •
TU.mer (1982) states:
~st theoretical perspectives in sociology operate under a
nunber of assurrptions: (1) Reality exists external to individu.alsi ••• (2) 'Ihrough the developnent of abstract theory,
the nature of the social world can be understood.
( 3) In
t:rying to understand the social 'W'Orld, the contaminating in-,
fluence of human senses and intellectual biases can be suspended by the application of the scientific method (p. 389) .

In a similar vein, Porter and Sarrovar (1982) state that in roost Western

thought "there is a belief that truth is out there sanewhere, that it can
be discovered by following the correct logical sequences" (p. 40) •
Westerners thus construe reality as discoverable through logic and
science, and as existing external to human beings, whose sensory experiences does more hann than good to the discovery of such reality.
Inherent in that perception of reality is the assurrption of a single
absolute reality, which is universally valid.

Bennett (1979) contends

that there are two approaches to "single-reality" theory:
In this view, reality is not invented by our observational
categorieSi it is discovered through either philosophical/
religious (idealist) insight or through objective (empiricist)
observation. An indicator of the idealist approach to singlereality is sane fonn of the statement, "If only we develop
sufficient (wisdan, faith, knowledge, discipline, insight),
we will know the true nature of the universe." An indicator
of the empiricist approach is the statement, "We don't know
it all yet, but with sufficient (experiments, categorization,
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instrumentation, explanation) we will figure out how tltlngs
really work (p. 409) •
en the other hand, the Japanese tend to take direct experience

itself as reality.

In

Japanese culture, "Nature and society are accepted

as they appear to the senses in their ertl>irical imnediacy" (Kawashima,
1967, P. 262).

Peterson and Shimada (1978) state:

For the Japanese, the introspective observation of imnediate
experience is a positive and ultimately realistic point of
view. An analytical or conceptual approach can proceed too
far into abstract thinking and thus distort reality (p. 797) •
The Japanese in general

s~ly

accept what is imnediately experienced,

or the phenanenal world, as it is.

Nakamura (1964) maintains:

• • . the Japanese are willing to accept the phenanenal world
as Absolute because of their disposition to lay a greater
enphasis upon intuitive sensible concrete events, rather than
upon universals. This way of thinking with errq;>hasis upon
the fluid, arresting character of observed events regards
the phenanenal world itself as Absolute and rejects the recognition of anything existing over and above the phenanenal
world (p. 350) •
Although the Japanese consider the phenanenal world to be absolute,
they are at the sarre ti.Ire aware of its fluidity, diversity, and, therefore,
"indetenninateness."

Kawashima (1967) contends that the Japanese value

"the indetenninateness of Nature and society with inm=nse variety and
subtle nuances" (p. 262) • Peterson and Shimada (1978) concur with his
view:
• • • , the Japanese mind is prepared to accept images of
other individuals and society in general which are consonant
with their infinite and inconstant variety of attributes as
perceived directly by the senses. This indetenninateness of
thought follows fran the perception of reality through
inmediate experience • • • (p. 798) •

'nlus, there are differences between Western culture and Japanese
culture in the fundamental perception of reality.

Westerners assume that

there is a single reality, which can be construed by scientific theories
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or abstract logical sequences.

The Japanese, on the contrary, assume

the world of their concrete experience to be real, avoiding too much
abstraction.

Such a world is inevitably indetenninate since it is per-

ceived in tenns of its inconstant variety of attributes.
This difference in the construal of reality seans to explain sare
of the differences between the Western and Japanese approaches to intercultural carmunication problems.

Westerners, with their emphasis on the

assumption of a single reality and universalistic theories, tend to
assume that there is a basic human nature which transcends cultural
bourrlaries.

When they actively seek such a universal nature among all

people, they are likely to try to perceive other people as similar to
themselves.

These are the problems of the assumption of similarities

and the melting pot.

The assumption of a single reality also leads

Westerners to ethnocentrism; they tend to boast the superiority of
their reality and to evaluate other views of reality negatively.
Bennett (1979) argues that the assumption of similarity derives fran the
assunption of a single reality, and that the melting pot and ethnocentrism
are social consequences of these two assunptions (pp. 408-409) •
On the other hand, the Japanese, with the value they place upon

.irrmediate experience, tend to emphasize a limited human nexus (Nakamura,
1964, p. 484).

Because of this emphasis on their irrmed.iate human rela-

tionships, they tend to coasider themselves to be distinctively different
fran the rest of the world and to exclude outsiders.

These tendencies

have been discussed as cultural chauvinism and exclusionary attitudes.
The indetenninateness of the perception of reality leads the Japanese to
be situational or relativistic in ethics.

To them, each situation is

different as it is directly perceived by the senses, and therefore should
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be approached differently.

As a result, they lack principles which they

can apply to any situation.

In

the next section,

I

will look at the

differences and similarities between the Western and Japanese approaches
to intercultural ccmmmication problems in rcore detail.
B.

RELEVANCE OF 'IEE WFS'IERN APPROACll 'IO THE JAPANESE a.JLTURAL CCN.I'EXT

1.

'!he Assunption of Similarities
In

the Western approach, the tendency to assure similarities in

behavior, values or thought patterns is identified as problematic in
intercultural carmunication.

Because of this tendency, people often

ignore or negatively evaluate cultural differences.

People tend to

insist on the existence of basic human similarities while they are usually
ready to accept sane su:p:rrficial differences.

The tendency of Westerners

to go beyond direct observation and seek universal underlying principles
is in play when they try to understand the nature of human beings.

They

are ready to accept behavioral differences which they can directly see,
but they tend to be :p:rrsistent in their search for a basic human nature
which is supposed to be shared by all people.
The assunption of a universal human nature, however, does not seem
to be held universally.

Taylor (1983) contends:

Americans believe, perhaps to a fault, that all peoples are
basically the same and that with a little understanding and
good-will, all apparent differences can be reconciled. Few
Japanese believe this. For them, cultural and racial differences are intractablei the gulf that separates one people
fran the next is at scree level unbridgeable {p. 36) •
The Japanese in general perceive arrl tolerate seeing individual differences among human beings.

Because of their emphasis on direct experience

through the senses, they do not try to generalize the qualities of
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different individuals or to firrl a basic human nature.

Kawashima (1967)

states:
In traditional Japanese culture, the individual is conceived
as an existence which appears to the senses in its empirical
ircmediacy-hence with an imnense variety of attributes and
subtle nuances (p. 274) •
'lb

the Japanese, the differences they observe among people through

sensory experience are real.
ences are

r~,

In the view that perceivable human differ-

not superficial as Westerners often consider them to be,

people are conceived of as fundamentally different.

Hence, the Japanese

generally assum:! that people are basically different.
In accord with the assumption of human differnces, the Japanese
are usually aware of cultural differences as is shown in their cultural
chawinism and tendency to rank cultures.

As

discussed earlier, they

tend to have a strong belief that they are distinctively different fran
the rest of the world.

'Ihey are also generally aware of differences

among cultures, but mostly in tenns of national ranking.

'Ihe assumption

of differences in certain rigid ways, rather than the assumption of
similarities, tends to cause problems in intercultural ccmnunication by
Japanese.

At any rate, the Japanese are likely to bring to the inter-

cultural camrunication situation the expectation that their partners will
be different fran themselves.

However, the Japanese may cane to assume similarities in actual
intercultural situations, in spite of their expectation to see cultural
differences.

For their awareness of cultural differences is mainly cog-

nitive, and has been developed based on a great deal of infonnation
about foreign cultures available through books and other kinds of media,
not based on actual face-to-face interaction with foreigners.

As
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Hayashi (1977) points out, · the Japanese rarely have opportunities to
ccmnunicate with foreigners (p. 194).

Although the number of foreigners

living in Japan has been increasing recently, Japanese society
a very hanogenous one with only a limited number of inmigrants.

i~

still

M::>re-

over, the Japanese tend to have exclusionary attitudes tcMa.rd outsiders
and are not willing to interact with them.

But they have a great deal

of interest in absorbing foreign things and ideas.

As

a result, their

awareness of cultural differences is limited to the aspects of culture
such as ideology, values, beliefs, custans and life style which can be
learned fran books and other media.
Due to their limited experience of actual. contact with foreigners,
Japanese are generally not very aware of the ways in which different
values or beliefs are manifested in the actual different behaviors of
various cultures.

Therefore, they may be prone to fonning the assumption

of similarities in ccnmunication behaviors, in spite of their cognitive
expectation to see cultural differences.

They may assume similarities

in the area of nonverbal behavior or i n the thought patterns which
direct verbal behavior.

However, they are probably prepared to accept

differences in those areas when they are pointed out, since they are predisposed to assuning basic human differences anyway.
The tendency of the Japanese to assume similarities seems stronger
when they are eager to camiunicate with particular foreigners.

In such

a situation, they might even lose their awareness of fundamental cultural
and individual differences among people.

Nakane (.1972) points out that

the Japanese, when they want to accx:mpl ish sc:mething actively with foreigners, take the position that they can get their message across if they
show sincerity.

And they often try to show sincerity by saying that
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people are all the same after all or that they should make friends with
other Asians since they are the same Asians, while dismissing the assumption of human differences that they usually hold.

Nakane argues that

this position is the underlying assumption when Japanese impose their
intimate carmunication pattern on foreigners, which has been discussed
in Chapter 'IWO.

It seems .important to add that Nakane says that the

Japanese show this tendency to impose their way when they are enthusiastic (p. 119) • The imposition of their intragroup carmunication pattern
in such a situation seems inevitable since it is the only way they know
of for carmunication besides the fonnalized patterns they generally
use for avoiding "real" carmunication.

'Ihe assertion that people are

all the same might be just an excuse for needing to use their own a:m:munication patterns.

When they seriously want to get a message across

to foreigners, they may have to dispense with fonnalities and rely on
their most familiar ways of camrunicating.
In

short, the Japanese usually assune fl.IDdamental human differences,

rather than blocking them out.

But they may assurre similarities at the

behavioral level because of their lack of experience in interacting with
foreigners on a face-to-face basis.

The imposition of their intimate

a::mnunication pattern seems to be an illustration of this tendency.
'Ihus, the problem of the assumption of similarities as stated in the
Western approach is relevant to a Japanese approach even though the
Japanese generally assurre differences among people.
2.

Ethnocentrism
In

the Western approach, ethnocentrism is recognized as a major

source of problems in intercul tural carmunica tion.

'Ihis tendency to

assert one's cultural superiority and to view all the other cultures
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according to one's cultural standards also seems to be problematic in a
Japanese approach.

Sakamaki (1967) points out that Japanese ethnocentrism

is evident in the history of Shintoisn.

To

take a few examples, Japan

was once called "the Divine Country," or it was claimed that "the
Japanese people by virtue of their direct genealCXJical kinship with the
great divinities of the Shinto pantheon" possessed "the unerring instinct
for proper conduct."

And finally, Shintoisn invoked "ethnocentric

chauvinism" which led to World War II (p. 28-31) •

In a similar vein,

Nakamura (1964) conten::ls that "the boast that Japan was the best country
in the w!pld has existed fran very early times."

He points out that "the

notion of Japanese superiority is most boldly expressed in the concept
of the Divine Nation" (pp. 434-435).

Christopher (1983), h<J'.Never, main-

tains:

'Ihis superiority caTiplex, if one can call it that, was deeply
shaken by the debacle of World War I I and has never since reasserted itself in the ugly guise it wore in the years before
the war (p. 58) •
Today Japanese ethnocentrism seems to be sanewhat different f rcm that of
the past.

The problems of racial chauvinism and the tendency to rank

cultures discussed in Chapter

'IWo

sean to support this notion.

One of the characteristics of ethnocentrism in the Western approach
is to divide the world into two parts, "us" and "them."

As

has been

pointed out in the discussion on racial chauvinism, the Japanese
generally have a sharp awareness of their difference fran the rest of
the world.

'Ibey are, therefore, ethnocentric in tenns of making dis-

tinctions between insiders and outsiders.

In fact, Japanese ethnocen-

trism seems much stronger than Westerners' in this aspect.
(1978) states:

Reischauer
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The line between the "we" of the Japanese as a national group
and the "they" of the rest of mankind seems to be sharper for
than than for most peoples who participate much in international life. 'Ihey appear to have a greater feeling of group
solidarity and a correspondingly stronger sense of their
difference fran others (p. 401) .
discussed earlier, the Japanese tend to consider their limited

As

human nexus to be absolute.

'Ihis tendency leads them to believe that

they are, as members of this special nexus, distinctively different
fran outsiders, and to exclude them.

Their tendency to differentiate

"us" and "than" is thus very strong.

Ccnpared to the Japanese, Westerners

are probably less concerned with the "us-them" distinction since they
tend to assure a single reality which transcends cultural botm.daries.
And because of the assunption of fundamental similarities among all
people, they are generally ready to accept outsiders into their society.
'Ihis "us-them" distinction is usually associated with the assertion
of cultural superiority in the notion of ethnocentrism in the Western
approach.

'!he Japanese seem to have a double standard in detennining

superiority, one about races and the other about nations.

These two

criteria correspond respectively to racial chauvinism and the tendency
to rank cultures, which have been discussed as problenatic in a Japanese
approach.

The Japanese are generally very finn in their belief that they

are racially superior to other peoples.

Their assertion of racial super-

ioricy seems to be alternately restrained or reinforced by their awareness of the relative standing of their nation in the world.
On

the one hand, the Japanese tend to have feelings of inferiority

toward people fran the countries ranked higher than Japan, yet they are
likely to retain a belief in their racial superiority deep within their
minds.

On

the other hand, the Japanese are likely to have feelings of
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superiority toward people fran the countries ranked lower, and to be
very ethnocentric toward them because of the belief in both national

and racial superiority.
short, in Westerners' ethnocentrism, the distinction of us
11

In

11

and "them" simply leads to the feeling of superiority of "our" culture
and the denigration of "their" cultures.

In Japanese ethnocentrism, the

distinction of us and "them" does not necessarily lead to the belief
11

11

in our cultural superiority.
11

11

'Ihe Japanese assertion of cultural super-

iority is not straightfo:rward; it is influenced by their consciousness
of Japan's national ranking.
'the Japanese awareness of their relative standing in various

national rankings seems to affect the other aspect of ethnocentrism, the
tendency to interpret and judge other people by one's own cultural standards.

It is more likely that the Japanese will use

tl~

standards of

the countries which they consider superior to Japan or those of the best
country in the world for judging other countries, including their own.
Because the Japanese have a strong concern about social ranking,
they tend to be very canpetitive about improving in the rankil:g.

As

they

cane to consider themselves as getting closer and closer to the highest
of the national ranking, it is ver:y likely that they will becane more
etlmocentric by shedding sare of their feelings of inferiority toward
certain nations.

Christopher (1983) has observed this sign in Japanese

IX>litics:
it is only natural that Japan's present extraordinar:y
achievements have left Japanese less dis:£X>sed to hunility
now than they were in the '50s and '60s. 'Ihough on most
occasions they remain by Western standards excessively IX>lite
and mired down in ritual courtesies. Japanese Government
officials no longer autanatically assl..IDle a low :£X>Sture in
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their dealings with other nations (p. 58) •
'Ib sumnarize, the notion of ethnocentrism stated in the Western

approach is also problematic in a Japanese approach.

Racial chauvinism

and the tendency to rank cultures characterize Japanese ethnocentrism,

which seems to be sanewhat different fran Westerners' ethnocentrism.
'Ihe Japanese tend to be much stronger than other people in the tendency
to divide the world into two, "us" and "them."

'Ihey present mixed feel-

ings of superiority and inferiority in the aspect of asserting their
cultural superiority.

'Ihey are likely to use the cultural standards they

consider to be superior to theirs for judging other cultures, including
their own.

Japanese ethnocentrism needs to be understood in this two-

fold fra1nework.

Only when once considers both racial chauvinism and the

tendency to rank cultures, will one be able to canprehend Japanese ethnocentrism.
3.

'Ihe Melting Pot
'Ihe melting p:>t, which claims that irrmigrants or minorities of a

society should assimilate into the mainstream culture of the society, has
been discussed as a problem in the Western approach.

Being oriented to-

ward abstraction and generalization, Westerners tend to assume a basic
human nature which all people share, and a single reality which is true
to all of them.

'Ihis tendency encourages Westerners to believe that all

the other people should participate in the same reality that they live in
by adopting their proper ways.

On the contrary, the Japanese, with the

emphasis on their .imnediate human nexus, try to preserve the distinctiveness of Japanese culture.

As

discussed in Chapter Two, the Japanese

tend to have exclusionary attitudes tc:Mcrrd foreigners, which are totally
opp:>sed to the idea of the melting p:>t.

While Westerners assert that
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minorities should assimilate into the daninant culture, the Japanese in
general deny minori ti.es' full participation in Japanese society.

Prosser

(1978) makes this contrast:
Many Americans think that their national cultural characteristics are so extraordinary that all foreigners wish to becxme
Americans or to adopt our custans. It is true that a broad
cultural adaptation of American custans and values has occurred
in many cultures • • . . On the other hand, in their ethnocentrici ty, the Japanese tend to think that their national cultural character is so unique that it can't be copied adequately
(p. 11) •
In short, the melting_ pot, which is problematic in the Western
approach, is neither appropriate nor relevant to the Japanese.

The

Japanese tend to disoourage, not enoourage, the assimilation of foreigners
or inmigrants into Japanese society.

This tendency, which is opposite to

the melting pot view, is a problem in a Japanese approach.

The

exclu-

sionary attitudes of the Japanese preclude their participation in intercultural carmunicati.on.
4.

Stereotypes and Prejudice
Stereotypes and prejudice sean to be problematic in a Japanese

approach as well as in the Western approach.

'Ihe Japanese are in general

interested in and curious about foreign cultures.

They have integrated

many foreign things and ideas into their society, and are still searching
for new infonnation fran cultures all over the world.

However, in spite

of their curiosity about foreign cultures, they seldan interact with foreigners because of the h.aoogeneity of their society and their exclusionary
attitudes toward outsiders.

The Japanese, lacking face-to-face interac-

tion with foreigners which may expose them to individual differences, have
a tendency to fonn stereotypes about foreign cultures based on knowledge
gained through books and other media.

Stereotypes are thus relevant to a
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Japanese approach to intercultural problems.
After fanning stereotypes about foreign cultures, the Japanese are
likely to rank those foreign cultures according to the stereotypes.
'!his tendency to rank cultures, a problan in a Japanese approach, seans
relevant to the notion of prejudice in the Western approach.

As

dis-

cussed in Chapter 'l.Wo, the Japanese tend to negatively evaluate people
fran lower-ranked countries, and tend to admire people from higherranked countries.

'lhese tendencies may be equivalent to the negative

prejudice and positive prejudice mentioned in 01.apter One.
'Ihe Japanese racial chauvinism also seems to be relevant to the
issue of prejudice.

Whereas positive prejudice may be reduced a bit by

this feeling of Japanese superiority, negative prejudice against people
fran lower-ranked countries tends to be reinforced by it.

As

mentioned

in 01.apter 'l.Wo, discr.llnination against certain ethnic groups has been
d:>served in Japan.

'Ihe problems of stereotypes and prejudice discussed in the Western
approach. are relevant and appropriate to a Japanese approach to intercul tural can:nunication problems.

'r.h.e Japanese tend to fo:rm stereotypes

because of their lack of experience of face-to-face interaction with
foreigners.

But the tendency to rank cultures, which seems to be a dan-

inant ccmponent of Japanese prejudice, does not seem to be as pervasive
in Western prejudice.

'Ihe Japanese tend to fo:rm negative and positive

prejudice according to the ranking of countries.

'Iheir racial chauvinism

seans to reinforce negative prejudice toward people fran lower-ranked
countries.
'Ihe intercultural carmunication problems of the Western approach
discussed in Chapter One have been examined in terms of their relevance
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and appropriateness to a Japanese approach.

'Ihe assumption of similari-

ties is relevant to a Japanese approach in the behavioral aspect while
the assumption of fundamental similarities is not likely to prevail
arcong Japanese who are more apt to assume basic human differences.
centrism is also relevant to the Japanese.

Ethno-

Ccrnpared to Westerners, the

Japanese are ver:y ethnocentric in tenns of the "us-them" distinction
whereas they have a double standard for asserting their cultural superiority and judging other peoples.
concept in a Japanese approach.

'Ihe melting pot is an inappropriate

For the Japanese in general want to pre-

serve their culture by limiting foreigners' participation in their
society.

Stereotypes and prejudice are relevant and appropriate to a

Japanese approach.

Like Westerners, the Japanese tend to fonn stereo-

types and prejudice about other peoples, but they may base these on
different grounds.
'!he problems in the Western approach which are not relevant to a
Japanese approach, the assumption of fundamental human similarities and
the melting pot, seem to be closely related to Westerners' assumption of
a universal single reality.

'!his problem is less likely to be associated

with the Japanese, who are not interested in universal abstract thinking.
C.

IN'IERCULTU"RAL CXMMlNICATIOO ProBLEM5 PECULIAR 'IO 'IHE

As

JAPANESE

discussed above, there are similarities in intercultural ccmnun-

ication problems between the Western and Japanese approaches as well as
differences; therefore, sane of the problans in a Japanese approach can
be categorized according to the Western approach.
be called Japanese ethnocentrism.

Racial chauvinism can

The tendency to rank cultures can be

categorized as positive and negative prejudice.

This tendency should
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also be considered as an important canponent of Japanese ethnocentrism.
'll1e .imposition of Japanese a:mnunication patterns can be treated as the

assumption of similarities in behavior.
'!he problems of the Japanese which seem to have less relevance to
the Western approach are the problems of exclusionary attitudes toward
foreigners, the lack of absolute principles, and fonnalism in camn..mication.

'Ihese three problems, which appear to be related to the Japanese

perception of reality, may be of unique importance to a Japanese approach
to intercultural ccmnunication problems.
Westerners may have a tendency to exclude outsiders like the Japanese because of the ethnocentric "us-them" distinction.
accept foreigners more readily than the Japanese.

But they seen to

Being oriented tc:Mard

the melting pot idea, Westerners tend to encourage foreigners or inmigrants to assimilate into their societies.

It seems that exclusionary

attitudes are not critical intercultural problems for Westerners.

'Ihe

problem of lacking absolute principles also does not seen to apply to
Westerners, who tend to value universal principles for guiding their behavior.

Fonnalism in camrunication is not very relevant to the Western

approach either.

Westerners seen to employ their nonnal ccmnunication

patterns when interacting with foreigners, based on the assumption of
similarities.
In

this chapter, the Western and Japanese approaches to inter-

cultural camrunication problems have been corrpared and contrasted.

First,

differences in the fundamental perception of reality between Western
and Japanese cultures have been examined.

Westerners tend to emphasize

abstraction and scientific thinking, and to assume the existence of a
single reality.

'!he Japanese generally value concrete experience and
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oonsider their .inmediate human nexus to be rrost real.
Second, the problems in the Western approach are examined in tei:ms
of their relevance mainly in the behavioral aspect.
also relevant.

Ethnocentrism is

'Ihe prcblans of racial chauvinism and the tendency to rank

cultures should be taken into consideration for understanding Japanese
ethnocentrism.
to

Stereotypes and prejudice are relevant and appropriate

a Japanese approach.

national rankings.

'Ihe Japanese seem to fo:rm prejudice based on

'Ihe problans of the Western approach which are not

relevant to the Japanese are the assumption of fundamental similarities
among all people and the melting pot, which are derived from the Western
perception of reality.
Finally, the problems which are peculiar to the Japanese are identified.

They are exclusionary attitudes toward foreigners, the lack of

absolute principles, and formalism in ccmnunication.

'Ihese problems,

which seem to be derived fran the Japanese perception of reality, are
not likely to be serious prcblems for Westerners.

CHAP'lER N

JAPANESE APPROACH TO IMProvING INTERCUL'IURAL CXM1£.JNICATICN:
IDDIFIC'ATIO!.'J OF WE.STERN APPROACH

In this chapter, I will attempt to develop a Japanese approach to
improving intercultural ccmnunication.

I will discuss ideas, notions,

and carmunication skills necessary for the Japanese to develop in order
to improve their intercultural interaction.

As

discussed in Chapter Two,

there is not much literature on intercultural camrunication fran the
Japanese point of view.

'Iherefore, I will present a Japanese approach

to i.rrproving intercultural comnunication mainly by using and modifying

suggestions and ideas fran the Western literature on this subject.

First,

I will discuss how the study of intercultural carmunication could be
encouraged in Japan.

'Ihis seems to be the necessary first step toward

effective intercultural camrunication for the Japanese-a step which has
already been established in the Western approach.

'Ihen I will consider

whether the suggestions for i.rrproving intercultural camnunication in
Western literature are relevant or appropriate in shaping a Japanese
approach.

Finally, I will present a Japanese approach to i.rrproving

intercultural carmunication by surrmarizing the above two sections.
One thing needs to be made clear before proceeding.

In the intro-

duction of this paper, the goal of intercultural ccmnunication is defined
as mutual understanding.

'Ihis goal, which is set up based on the defini-

tions of comnunication by Westerners, seems appropriate to the Japanese
as well.

In

interpersonal carmunication arrong Japanese, the maintenance
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of hanrony or good relationships is usually of prime importance.

The

Japanese tend to devalue explicit carmunication since it may create confrontation and destroy harmony.

'!he Japanese with this tendency, however,

do not dismiss the importance of understanding each other in a:mnunica-

tion.

contrary, they value mutual understanding.

On the

A.s discussed

in Chapter Two, understanding the other person even without having a
clear message fran him or her is considered to be good camrunication.
Such ccmnunication meets both the need to understand one another, and
the need to maintain harrrony.
A.swill be-discussed in the following section, the Japanese may
need to becane rrore explicit in intercultural ccmnunication in order to
achieve mutual understanding.

In that event, they might not be able to

keep hannony, at least on their side of ccmnunication.

But it should be

acknowledged that hanrony may be viewed and sought differently in different cultures.

Talking implicitly for fear of losing hannony on the side

of Japanese ironically can create frustration or even hostility for conversational partners fran other cultures.

The neaning of mutual under-

standing should involve the understanding of what is important to the
camumicators and how it is sought by them.

Mutual understanding as the

goal of intercultural carmunication is also appropriate to a Japanese
approach.

The

Japanese could seek hanrony in an interculturally appro-

priate manner by making mutual understanding their first priority.
A.

STUDY OF INTERCUL'IURAL (Xll.:M[JNICATIOO

'!he first step that the Japanese need to take toward successful
intercultural carnrunication may be to realize the importance of the study
of intercultural camnunication.

A.s

discussed in Cllapter Two, the field
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of intercultural carmunication has not yet been established as an independent discipline in Japan.

Although they are aware of the inportance

of international relationships in tcday's world, they have not fully
recognized the study of intercultural camrunication as indispensable for
improving such relationships.

With only a few exceptions, the study of

intercultural camrunication exists only to the degree that it is relevant
to teaching English at universities in Japan.

While recognizing the

current use and application of intercultural cammmication in the instruction of English, Stewart (1980) maintains:
• • • there is need for an understanding that intercultural
camrunication, in its own full structural potential, has
barely appeared in Japan. Yet the climate to the tines clearly
signals that the age of political and econanic power is
rapidly waning, replaced by the age of infonnation and ccmnunication. 'lhe Japanese predicament in econanics is the clearest
of all of the signals of the caning epoch. The clear and
present need in Japan is for a full understanding of the
structure and process of its own patterns and carmunication,
and of how well these operate in the national and the international spheres (p. 17).
One of the important ideas that the Japanese could learn fran the
Western approach is the assumption that intercultural ccmnunication can
be improved through study and research on culture and carmunication.

A

major reason for the lag in the study of intercultural camrunication
seems to be the Japanese resistance to the study of carmunication.

As

discussed in Chapter Two, the study of Japanese culture has been popular
in Japan while the Japanese perception of self seems to have hampered
the developnent of the study of carmunication.

'lb

the Japanese, who per-

ceive their identities in their relationships with others, ccmnunication
is an indispensable and intrinsic process which cannot be talked about
d:>jectively.

If intercultural carrnunication is to be studied by Japanese,

it needs to be studied in a way that would not require a major change in
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the Japanese perception of self identity.

'!he way the Japanese concep-

tualize their existence is one of the core elements of Japanese culture,
and needs to be taken into account when studying intercultural camrunica-

tion.

'lhe Japanese would probably becare more rnotivated to study inter-

cultural ccmnunication if the preservation of "Japaneseness" could be
guaranteed.
In order to encourage Japanese to study intercultural carmunication,
it seans necessary and important to differentiate the subject of intercultural ccmnunication fran that of intracultural ccmnunication.

It is

the study of the latter which seems to arouse resistance arrong Japanese.
As

discussed in Chapter Two, Japanese generally derive their identities

fran their ccmnunication with others.

Intracultural ccmnunication thus

makes up the core of their cultural identity.

The idea that intracul tural

oomnunication could be a subject of study might bring about the fear of
jeopardizing that identity.

It should be emphasized to Japanese that

intercultural ccmnunication, which requires new assunptions and skills,
can be studied without changing the patterns of their intracultural
comnunication substantially.

The study of intracultural ccmnunication could be pursued only for
the purpose of providing the info:rmation necessary for the study of intercultural conmunication.

Saral (1977) states:

• • • sane basic understanding of the process of intracultural
camrunication is a necessary prerequisite to developing, testing,
and refining any exploratory hypotheses about various intercultural ccmnunication processes (p. 394) •
'lhe Japanese could maintain their identities through the study of intercultural ccmnunication by learning to confine their intracultural ccmnunication style to themselves and by developing a different carmunication
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style for the purpose of intercultural ccmnunication.

'Ihe use of their

usual ccmnunication pattern needs to be preserved for interpersonal
ccmnunication among themselves to conserve the basis of their cultural
identity.

Japanese could develop ne.v ccmmmication skills and patterns,

which would allow than to retain their identities in the course of communication.

When the study of intercultural carmunication is presented

as developing a new camrunication scyle, not as improving or changing
the original carmunication scyle, it ma.y be accepted nnre easily by the
Japanese.
'!he intercultural comnunication style probably should be different
frcm the fonualized carmunication patteni the Japanese tend to use for
carmunication with outsiders.

Fonnalism in ccmnunication, as discussed

in Chapter 'IWo, is a barrier to intercultural ccmnunication since it
discourages "real" ccmnunication or mutual understanding.

'Ihe inter-

cultural carmunication style should be intended to prarote understanding
between

camnmicators.

It should help Japanese make themselves under-

stood to people of other cultures.

Hall (1977) differentiates tw:J kinds of ccmntm.ication:
A high-context (HC) ccmnunication or message is one in which
most of the infonnation is either in the physical context or
internalized in the person, while very little is in the coded,
explicit, transmitted part of the message. A low-context (LC)
ccmnunication is just the opposite; i.e., the mass of the
infonnation is vested in the explicit code (p. 91).
'!he ccmnunication style appropriate to intercultural cx:mnunication seems
to

be a low-context ccmnunication.

As

Brislin (1981) points out, "much

cross-cultural contact involves ccmnunicating with people who do not
share the same "types of infonnation" (p. 59) • It may be necessary to
make the message explicit when the camrunication context does not provide
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the same infonnation for the carmunicators.

As

discussed in Chapter Two,

the Japanese carmunication pattenl is a high-context one and thus is not
appropriate to intercultural ccmmunication.

'Ihe Japanese have a tendency

to impose this pattern when they are eager to get their message across
to foreigners.

'Ihey could overcane this tendency by learning an explicit

low-context ccmmmication style.

In order to i.Irprove intercultural

ccmnunication and to presei:ve the intracultural ccmnunication pattern,
Japanese would need to shift back and forth between high-oontext and
lo.v-oontext ccmnunication s-ty les.
Okabe

messages.

(1983) emphasizes the necessity for the Japanese to vel:ba.lize

Naotsuka and Sakamoto (1981) point out that "if Japanese want

to ccmnunicate with westerners they will have to modify their l.ndirectness of expression and· learn how to explain things to outsiders in words"
(p. 180). While this suggestion seems to have been made because Westerners tend to be explicit in carmunication, it may also be effective when
Japanese conmunicate with non-Westerners, who are generally highoontext carmunicators.

Even if both parties, Japanese and other non-

Westerners, are used to a high-oontext ccmnunication, they still do not
share the same kinds of information.
might be more appropriate

to

'Iherefore, a lo.v-oontext style

all intercultural ccnmunication.

'Ihe idea of developing a special intercultural carmunication style
thus would seem to be helpful for the Japanese to solve the problems of
formalisn in conmunication and the i.Irposition of the Japanese intracultural carmunication pattern on foreigners.

'Ihis idea may also be useful

for Japanese to overcane their exclusionary attitudes toward foreigners
as it encourages the stlrly of intercultural camrunication in Japan.

As

discussed earlier, the Japanese tend to exclude foreigners since they
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are afraid of losing autonarous oontrol over themselves or of losing the
meaning of their existence in the process of ccmnunication with foreigners.

'!hey could rem:we this fear and becare rrore ready to participate

in intercultural ccmnunication by studying this subject and developing
skills specifically for interaction with foreigners.
Studying intercultural ccmnunication might even be an active way
to preserve "Japaneseness."

The Japanese might actually run a greater

risk of losing their cultural identity if they keep avoiding interaction
with foreigners.

'Ibis passive means of maintaining the Japanese identity

can only perpetuate intercultural problems.

The resultant oonfusion

in intercultural ccmnunication might disturl> the Japanese self identity
and ultilllately bring about unexpected changes in the way the Japanese
perceive themselves.

As

Unesao (1976) maintains, "to preserve our

carrmunication isolation will be to march da.vn the road to extinction"
(p. 31) • '!he study of intercultural camrunication seems necessary to
enable the Japanese to participate in today's international world without losing their "Japaneseness."
'IO

smmiarize, the study of intercultural ccmnunication should be

encouraged in Japan.

It is .important for the Japanese to learn frcm the

Westeni approach that intercultural cc:mnunication can be studied and improved.

'!hey could overcane their resistance to studying camrunication

and the fear of losing their cultural identity by clearly differentiating
the style for intercultural oomnunication frcm their everyday ccmnunication pattenis.

This style would be designed to prarote mutual under-

standing and would be substantially different frcm the fonnalized canmun±cation the Japanese tend to use with outsiders.

It would be a lav-

context carmunication, which is appropriate to intercultural cx::mnunication
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where people do not share the same kinds of infonnation.

'!he Japanese

need to switch from their high-context ccrarmmication to this explicit
style when they interact with foreigners.

'!he study of intercultural

camnmication may also help the Japanese to reduce and eliminate their
exclusionary attitudes toward foreigners.
B.

RELEVANCE OF 'llIE WES'IERN APPROACH TO THE JAPANESE CULTURAL c:x::NTfilIT

1.

Recognizing CUltural Differences
In the Western approach, accepting and understanding cultural dif-

ferences is considered to be essential for overccming the assumption of
similarities and .irrproving intercultural carmunication.

'!his prescription

also seems .irrportant in the Japanese context since the Japanese have a
tendency to assume behavioral similarities when they are enthusiastic
about camrunicating with foreigners.

Nakane (1972), after discussing

the Japanese tendency to i.rrp:)se their ccmnunication pattern on foreigners,
anphasizes the importance of recognizing cultural differences for developing good relationships with foreigners (p. 120) •

Inamura (1980) sug-

gests that awareness of differences is one of the most .irrportant faculties
for the Japanese to have in adapting to life in a foreign culture (208) •
Although it seans i.rrp:)rtant to point out cultural differences to
Japanese, it should not be forgotten that they generally assume the existence of basic human differences, as discussed in Chapter 'Ihree.

While

Westerners tend to assume fundamental similarities as well as behavioral
similarities, the Japanese are likely to assume similarities only at the
behavioral level.

'!hey usually have cognitive awareness of cultural

differences, but they may inadvertently assume similarities at the behavioral level in actual canmunication situations because of their lack
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of experience in intercultural carmunication.

'Iherefore, it is impor-

tant to stress the understanding of cultural differences in cuamunication
behaviors when designing a Japanese approach.

The focus should be on

how different values and beliefs are manifested in different behaviors
across cultures and how people of different cultures camrunicate differently.
CUltural differences, however, should not be overemphasized to the
Japanese.

'!hat might result in a rontrary effect.

'As

can be seen fran

their racial chauvinism, ~ Japanese have a keen awareness of their
difference fran the rest of the world.

If cultural differences were

stressed too much, the Japanese might becane even more oonvinced of their
distinctiveness and might totally give up on making themselves understood to foreigners.

It seems important to suggest to Japanese that

they are not the only people who are different fran other peoples, but
that all people aand all the cultures in the world are significantly
different fran one another.
2.

Cultural Self-Awareness
'!he Western approach emphasizes cultural self-awareness for im-

proving intercul tural cx::mmmication.

When

we realize the influence our

own culture has upon us, we may learn to be nore open to accept cultural
differences and deal with them with less judgmental attitudes.

cultural

self-awareness also seems important for the Japanese in resolving their
difficulties in intercultural ccmnunication.

The intercultural problems

of the Japanese are rooted in their cultural attitudes, tendencies or
behaviors.

For· solving those problems, it may be essential for Japanese

to understand the ways in which their culture has conditioned the way
they th.ink and behave, and the mechanics of how it affects the way they
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deal with foreigners.

CUltural self-awareness is also critical in help-

ing the Japanese accept and understand the various ways people of other
cultures think and behave, and to reduce evaluative attitudes tc::Mard
them.
As

has been discussed, the Japanese generally derive their identi-

ties fran human relationships.

Because they lack l.IDiversal principles

for maintaining their identities and guiding their behaviors, they are
likely to feel insecure in unfamiliar cross-cultural situations.

The

vulnerability of their self identity seems to underlie the Japanese reluctance to study carml.IDication and exclusionary attitudes toward
foreigners.

It may be important for the Japanese to realize how their

culture has taught them to perceive their identities in order to deal
with the vulnerability of their identities effectively in intercultural
cc:rmrunication settings.
The Japanese may need to understand themselves in dual dllrensions.
It has been pointed out that the Japanese have individual identities
aside fran their identities as perceived in the human relationship,
which usually overshadow the fonner.

I.ebra (1976) argues "the Japanese

find their individuality in self-reflection, which can be fully enjoyed
only in isolation. " She continues to say:
Introspection leads the individual into his inner world and
its center, kokoro ("heart"). His routine life, saturated in
social involvement and preoccupation, is thus punctuated by
an occasional confrontation with his kokoro. He expects to
discover and rediscover his kokoro to be intact and autonarous
fran external pressures (p. 159) •
The duality of self identity seems to be manifested in two kinds of
consciousness:

ta tanae and honne, well-known concepts among Japanese.

Taternae is a formal front or public stance, acceptable to others, and
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maintained for the sake of group hanrony.
(Doi, 1982, p. 221).

Henne is a true feeling

'Ihe Japanese usually take up tbe tatemae mode when

they are with others while confining their honne to their inner world.
In order to avoid the feeling of insecurity about their identities
in intercultural ccmnunication, the Japanese first need to realize their
dual self identities and then shift to their individual states of con-

sciousness or inner selves before entering into the intercultural ccmnunication context.

Although the Japanese usually do not reveal their

individuality in intracultural a:mnunication, it seems more advantageous
for them to carmunicate based on their inner selves when interacting
with foreigners.

They would need to withhold their tendency to perceive

their identities in human relationships when they ccmnunicate with foreigners.

If they cacmunicate fran their individuality, they could

probably preserve the relational identities in their inmediate human
nexus which they value so highly.
In the Western approach, kn01Ning oneself is regarded as important
for participating in intercultural interaction and this is directly related to cultural self-awareness.

It seems especially important for the

Japanese, who perceive their identities in hunan relationships most of
the time, to understand who they are as individuals for the purpose of
intercultural camnunication.

Self-reflection before and after an inter-

cultural experience might be an indispensable aid to the Japanese in retaining their inner selves.

Inamura (1980) emphasizes that Japanese

living overseas should have strong beliefs and attitudes of their awn in
order to adjust to a foreign culture effectively (p. 204).

Although in

Japanese intracultural camnunication, expressing or sticking to one's
awn beliefs is often frONned upon, it might be necessary to speak frankly
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during intercultural corrmunication in order to preserve one's self
identity.

When one's inner self is maintained throughout the interaction1

one can shift back to one's other identity existing in the human relationships.
In short, cultural self-awareness would be a critical canponent in
a Japanese approach to improving intercul tural carnnmication.

'Ihe Japan-

ese would need to realize the impact their culture has had upon them in
order to understand and resolve intercultural ccmnunication problems.
'!hey should also understand hovv other peoples have been influenced by
their cultures, and overcx:xce judgmental attitudes t:ow'ard them.

By

de-

veloping self-awareness and knowing themselves better, Japanese could
also resolve the problem of lacking absolute principles.

In

order to

retain self identity throughout intercultural experience 1 it seems
essential that Japanese understand the function of the duality of their
self identities and shift to the individual identities before entering
into intercultural interaction.
3.

Cultural Relativsim
In

the Western approach, th= notion of cultural relativism is re-

garded as essential for effective intercultural ccmnunication. We need
to

stay away fran the ethnocentric belief that our own way is the only

right way 1 and to take on the relativistic view that no culture is better
or worse than any other.

This notion also seems inq;:x::>rtant to the

Japanese for overcaning their ethnocentrism, namely racial chauvinism
and the tendency to rank cultures.

'!he Japanese tend to view their race

as distinctively different fran and superior to other races.

For effec-

tive intercultural ccnmunication, they should understand that other
races are just as respectable as their own.

Reischauer (1978) states:
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'rhey (the Jap:mese) must overcane their sense of separateness
and, to put it bluntly, show a greater readiness to join the
human race. '!hey must really identify themselves with the
rest of the world and feel a part of it (p. 420) •
The Japanese have a tendency to view cultures in tenns of national

ranking, and evaluate each culture either negatively or positively
according to its relative standing in the "WOrld.

For achieving mutual

understanding, the Japanese need to restrain this tendency.

'!hey should

accept the idea that all cultures are equally valuable regardless of
their econani.c conditions or stages of technological developnent.

cul-

tural relativism is thus a critical ooncept in a Japanese approach to
improving intercultural camrunication.
4.

Pluralism/Multiculturalismj.Multicultural Person
In the Western approach, it is suggested that the melting pot

should be replaced by pluralism or multiculturalism.

In a pluralistic

society, assimilation into the mainstream culture is not forced; instead,
values and behaviors of different cultures are all appreciated.

As

dis-

cussed in Chapter 'lhree, the Japanese usually do not hold the melting
pot view; rather they seem to disoourage foreigners' efforts to assimi-

late into Japanese society, and appear to try to exclude them fran it.
'Ihe notion of pluralism or multiculturalism, therefore, may not be relevant to the Japanese oontext.

Although this notion oould be used as a

way to prarote the acceptance of foreigners into Japanese society, it
could bring about controversy in Japanese society.
The idea of pluralism, not to mention multiculturalism, seens very
difficult to be accepted in Japanese society.

The Japanese have valued

the maintenance of their "Japaneseness," their cultural uniqueness,
throughout their history.

As mentioned.

in the introduction to this paper,
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the Japanese have never failed to modify foreign tirings and ideas when

they adopted them.

'lhey have also arphasized the harogeniety of their

race in order to preserve "Japaneseness." Accepting other cultures
into Japanese society without "Japanizing" them might affect the nature

of Japanese culture itself. While praroting the idea of pluralism may
be helpful for minorities in Japan, the issue of whether pluralism should

be encouraged in Japanese society requires careful consideration of
various matters and is beyond the scope of this paper.

This issue is of

great .importance to the future of Japanese society, and needs thorough
investigation in order to be discussed adequately.

So the notion of

pluralism or multiculturalism will be left untouched in this discussion
of a Japanese approach to improving intercultural carmunication.
'!he idea of becaning a :multicultural person is also considered
helpful for effective intercultural camnmication in the Western
approa::::h.

While pluralism in Japanese society seems controversial, the

idea of a multicultural person seems more acceptable.
Adler (1982},

Acoording to

"the multicultural person is psychoculturally adaptive,"

and for him or her, "attitudes, values, beliefs, and a world view are
relevant only to a given context (p. 395).

Such a person can smJOthly

adjust to Japanese culture, and will not jeopardize its "Japaneseness."
Multicultural Japanese, who understand and appreciate other cultures
besides their own, can contribute to mutual understanding between the
Japanese and people of other cultures.

They can also encourage the under-

standing of Japanese culture anong people in the world.
The idea of beccming a :multicultural person seems to be useful for
Japanese living overseas.

"As discussed earlier, there are two extreme

life patterns anong Japanese living abroad:

the canplete assimilation to
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the host culture and the total involvanent in the lccal Japanese camruni ty.

The Japanese with the tendency to perceive their existence in

their irrmediate human nexus usually find it difficult to keep membership
in more than one culture.

But they can overcane this difficulty and

becane bicultural or multicultural by understanding the duality of their

identities and shifting bewteen the two modes of identity.

With this

technique they can take advantage of experiencing different cultures
and enjoy the diversity of the cultures.

By becaning multicultural,

they can pranote mutual understanding across cultures and play an important role in the interface of Japanese and other cultures.
The idea of a multicultural person also seems useful for foreigners
living in Japan.

They should keep their identities finnly connected to

their native cultures while adapting to life in Japanese society if they
want to be accepted by the Japanese.

The

Japanese tend to have strong

exclusionary attitudes tc:Mard those foreigners who attanpt total assimilation into Japanese society, and who, therefore, seen to Japanese to be
destroying "Japaneseness."

Foreigners are likely to be accepted to

Japanese society more easily if they show that they understand and appreciate their own cultures as well as Japanese culture, and are bicultural
or multicultural.
'lb sunmarize, the notion of pluralism or multiculturalism in the

Western approach will be left untouched in this exploration of a Japanese
approach.

This idea seems to have a large .impact on the nature of

Japanese culture, in which "Japaneseness" and harogeneity are valued.
In this paper, the issue has been reduced to the idea of a multicultural
person, which may be helpful in a Japanese approach to improving intercultural camrunication.

Bicultural or multicultural Japanese can play a
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significant role in praroting mutual understanding and help people of
other cultures understand Japanese culture more readily.

The idea of

maintaining multicultural identity also seans useful for foreigners in
Japan.

'Ihe Japanese may reduce their exclusionary attitudes toward those

foreigners who keep their own cultural identities while adjusting to
Japanese culture.
5.

Ccmnunication Skills
In the Western approach, developing carrnunication skills is oonsid-

ered critical for

~roving

intercultural ccmnunication as well as under-

standing the ideas and ooncepts described above.
cussed in Chapter One.

'Ihree skills are dis-

They are empathy, nonjudgmental attitudes, and

tolerance for ambiguity.
a.

Empathy.

Empathy is regarded as the most irrportant carrnunica-

tion skill for intercultural camn.mication in the Western approach.

By

taking another person's point of view, one can really understand and
appreciate cultural differences.

Empathy also seems irrportant for the

Japanese in dealing with cultural differences.

It is said that the

Japanese generally employ empathy in their intracultural camnmication.
'Ihe implicit carmunication pattern described in Chapter 'IWo has been
viewed as empathic carrnunication.

Lebra (1976) argues that empathy

(aroiyari) is one of the indispensable virtues in Japanese culture:
Onoiyari refers to the ability and willingness to feel what
others are feelings, to vicariously experience the pleasure or
pain that they are undergoing, and to help them satisfy their
wishes. Kindness or benevolence bea:mes anoiyari only if it
is derived fran such sensitivity to the recipient's feelings
(p. 38) •

Stewart (1980) states tliat "when
nonns of empathy prevail,

we

we think

consider societies where cultural
of Japan" (p. 6).
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As discussed in Chapter One, empathy is a a::mmunication strategy

effective for dealing with differences.

Errpathy should be distinguished

fran sympathy, which is useful for camnmication where participants are
similar to each other.

When Japanese

errploy anpathy in intracultural

conmunication, they may not have to deal with significant differences
aroong people for they generally share the same kinds of values, beliefs,
and behavior patterns because of the hanogeniety of their race and culture.
When a Japanese tries

to understand the different thoughts and feelings

of another Japanese, the differences are usually within reach of his or
her imagination.

Probably, the line between sympathy and anpathy in

interpersonal cx::mnunication arrong Japanese does not have to be drawn.
In intercultural interaction, empathy needs

to be exercised for

bridging distinctive differences arrong various types of people.

Although

the Japanese generally have the ability to use enpathy, their empathy
may not be effective enough for intercultural cx::mnunication.

'!hey may

have to develop another kind of empathy which can be used for dealing
with a higher degree of differences in order to function well in intercultural ccmnunication.

While the Japanese are generally aware of cul-

tural differences, they need to learn and understand in what ways people
are different across cultures in order to develop such enpathy, which is
more appropriate to intercultural camrunication.
b.

Nonjudgmental Attitudes.

'!he withholding of judgrrental atti-

tudes during intercultural interaction is recc:mrElded in the Western
approach.

As discussed earlier, the Japanese tend to judge people

according to national rankings.

While Westerners generally judge others

fran their point of view, the Japanese have a tendency to evaluate people
of other cultures based on the standards of countries ranked higher than
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Japan or ranked highest in the world.

The Japanese are likely to evalu-

ate people fran higher-ranked countries positively, and to judge people
frcm lower-ranked countries negatively.

They should withhold their

evaluative attitudes, whether they be negative or positive, for praroting
rrmtual understanding across cultures.
c.

Tolerance for Ambiguity.

Tolerance for ambiguity is another

important skill for effective intercultural ccmnunication in the Western
approach.

Ambiguity is one of the major characteristics of Japanese

interp:rsonal carmunication (Doi, 1982) •

It is a cx:mnunication strategy

developed for maintaining hanrony and thus has an inportant function in
Japanese society.

'Ihe Japanese are generally prepared to tolerate ambi-

guity in camumication.

But the kind and amount of ambiguity presented

in intercultural camrunication might be beyond their control since it
usually involves unfamiliar cues from unknown cultures.

They might be

bogged down by infonnation overload if they tried to tolerate all the
ambiguity in intercultural cormrunication.

While a certain amount of

tolerance for ambiguity seems necessary for effective intercultural
carmunication, this skill may not have to be errpha.sized to Japanese, who
already have it.

Japanese might rather need to reduce their readiness

to tolerate ambiguity in order not to get trapped by info:anation overload.
In

this section, the prescriptions for improving intercultural

camrunication in the Western approach have been examined in tenns of
their relevance and appropriateness to a Japanese approach.

The recog-

nition of cultural differences, cultural self-awareness, cultural relativism and the idea of a multicultural person are relevant to and useful
for the Japanese context though the characteristics of Japanese
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intercultural ccmnunication prablans should be taken into consideration
when

applying these notions to the Japanese context.

The notion of

pluralism or multiculturalism does not seem ver:y appropriate to a
Japanese approach because of the nature of Japanese culture which
anphasizes "Japaneseness." Among conrnunication skills, empathy and
nonjudgmental attitudes seem to be appropriate to a Japanese approach
while tolerance for ambiguity seems irrelevant.
C.

JAPANESE APPROAClI TO IMPROVING INTERCULTURAL cn-MNICATION

'ilie goal of intercultural carmrunication in a Japanese approach, as
it is in the Western approach, is mutual understanding.

The Japanese

tend to focus on the maintenance of hanrony in corrmunication, but they
could establish hannony more readily by making mutual understanding

their first priority.
'Ihere is a prerequisite to a Japanese approach to improving intercul tural carmunication.
stand

~

assumption that intercultural cormrunication can be studied and
'Ihe study of this field should be encouraged in Japan.

improved.
As

'Ihat is, the Japanese need to accept and under-

a Japanese approach to improving intercultural ccmnunication,

this paper prescribes four notions and three ccmnunication skills,
adapted fran Western intercultural camrunication literature.

The four

notions are the understanding of cultural differences, cultural selfawareness, cultural relativism and the idea of a multicultural person.
'!he three skills are lcw-oontext camrunication, empathy and nonjudgmental
attitudes.

The encouragement of the study of intercultural camrunication

and the above seven prescriptions are intended to solve potential inter-

cultural carmunication problems of the Japanese.

'!here should be ItDre
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ideas and skills which are helpful for Japanese to improve intercultural
cannunication.

Further study will be necessary.

ClIAP'IER V

APPLICATION OF JAPANESE APPROACli
'IO

INTERCUL'IURAL CXM1lNICATION

Application has been a very important part of the field of intercultural carml.IDication, which "was built upon practical need" (Hoopes,
1979, p. 10).

As Stewart (1980) points out, "the chief inspiration has

been in applications" in the field (p. 2).

In this chapter, I will

present how a Japanese approach to intercultural camnunication can be
applied in training in Japan.

A Japanese approach is different from the

Western approach, which it is based on, in tenns of the kinds and characteristics of intercul tural cxmnunication problems it addresses.

'Ihis

difference necessitates different treatments for solving the Japanese
problems.

Intercultural training for Japanese should incorporate these

differences.
I will discuss how to integrate

~

ideas of a Japanese approach

into the design of training in two areas, the intercultural ccmnunication
workshop (.ICW) as a l.IDiversity course and intercultural canml.IDication
training in the business context.

As has been discussed in Chapter Two,

intercultural ccmnunication has been taught as part of English instruction in Japan.

But it should becane an independent discipline in order

to be taught more effectively.
subject.

IC'W may be one possible way to teach this

In the following section, I will discuss the ICW at Portland

State University (PSU) and suggest :rrodification so that it can be used
appropriately and effectively at l.IDiversities in Japan.
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Intercultural ccmnunication training has begun to be recognized as
.inq;x:>rtant among Japanese doing business internationally.
organizations have emerged to neet this need.

Sane training

I will look at the train-

ing program of one of those organizations, Fuji Xerox ICC Seminar, and
suggest ways to apply the ideas of a Japanese approach to its program.
In discussing the two areas of training, one academic and the
other business-oriented, I will focus on the content of the training,
what should be included and emphasized.

It is assum=d that there should

be differences in training 8ettings or methods across cultures.

I.earning

styles or educational systems need to be reviewed for such discussion,
but that is beyond the scope of this paper.

Although I will touch on

sane issues regarding the process of training such as learning behavior
or self disclosU.re, further study will be necessary in this area.
A.

INTERCUL'IURAL CCM'1UNICATION WORKSHOP AT PSU

Gudykunst and Hanmer (1983) describe the intercultural ccmnunication
workshop (ICW) as:
• • • an approach to intercultural training and education that
is designed to enoourage participant learning through interaction that takes place among international and U.S. students
in a small-group setting (p. 128) •
'llie ICW emphasizes experiential learning, as opposed to didactic learning,
because "effective international understanding involves an attitudinalarotional a::mponent that can be acquired only through human interaction
across cultural boundaries" (Scalzi & Spring, 1975, pp. 55-56).

Accord-

ing to Gaw (1979) , "experiential learning provides activities that have
the potential to involve the whole person in the educational process"
(p. 147) •

The objective of the ICW is to increase cultural self-awareness,
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intercultural understanding, and acceptance or appreciation of cultural
differences, and to irrprove intercultural ccmnunication (Clarke & Hoopes,
1975, pp. 61-62).

'Ihe ICW at Portland State University (PSU) has been developed and
directed by Mil ton and Janet Bennett.

'!he course syllabus says:

'!he purpose of this course is to allCM International and American
stooents to learn about each others' cultures, and to irrprove
cultural adaptation and intercultural ccmnunication skills. In
the course, we will:
1. Discuss the basic concepts of intercultural camrunication;
2. Examine differences· be~en American culture and other
cultural behavior and values;
3. Explore different ideas about families, friendship, malefemale relationships, and other custans;
4 • Learn ccmnunication techniques that are useful crossculturally.
In the ICW at PSU, the emphasis is on experiential learning except that
a theoretical f rarcavork is provided through a lecture at the very beginning of the course.

'!he students are expected to learn by }?3.rticipating

in intercultural interaction in a small group setting, consisting of an
about equal nl..II1ber of international students and U.S. students.

'Ihe role

of facilitators is to provide a non-threatening climate for an open discussion and help the students to learn concepts and skills of intercultural carmunication.
'!he ICW at PSU usually consists of ten sessions.

In the initial

meetings, an overview of intercultural cxmmmication is presented.

It is

made clear that aspects of subjective culture are the focus of this

course.

Verbal and nonverbal differences across cultures are discussed

with exanples.

'!hen cultural value of orientations are explained.

Stereotypes and prejudice are pointed out as barriers to intercultural
ccmnunication.

Ethnocentrism is described as a major source of inter-

cultural problans.

At the end, the notion of ethnorelativism or
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cultural relativism is introduced for effective intercultural carmunication.
In the second meeting, the students and facilitators meet for the
first tirre as a small group, and get to knav one another through an
introduction exercise.
tion."

'Ihe exercise a::mronly used is "mutual introduc-

'Ihe group breaks down into pairs and after interviewing each

other in a pair, each student introduces his or her partner to the group •
.r-bdeling by the facilitators helps the students get involved in the
activity.

.r-bdeling is done in the rest of the sessions of the ICW to

introduce each activity.
'Ihe third session focuses on the IEscription, Interpretation,
Evaluation (D. I.E.) exercise.

'Ihe purpose of this exercise is to becc:me

familiar with the concept of separating those three stages, to becare
aware of the tendency to judge hastily, and to establish a nonevaluative
climate for group discussion.

After the

introduction of the concept by

the facilitators, the students practice using it for describing ambiguous
objects and pictures and then apply it to their intercultural experiences.
'Ihe topic for the fourth meeting is nonverbal ccmnunication.
First, categories of nonve:rbal behavior are described and discussed for
the purpose of increasing sensitivity to this aspect of ccmnunication.
'Ibis is usually followed by role plays in which the students, in pairs,
act out prescribed situations in mutually unintelligible languages.

'Ihis

exercise sheds light on cultural differences in nonverbal behavior.
International students have a chance to demonstrate their bilingual
abilities in this activity.

An

alternative to this role-playing is the

discussion of how nonve:rbal behavior affects the way we perceive various
situations.
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In the fifth meeting, cultural value orientations are explored.

'lhe distinction between general cultural tendencies and individual
differences within a culture is explained first.
suggested for this topic.

Several exercises are

In the "Shield" exercise, the students answer

questions a.}:x)ut their greatest achievements, beliefs or the like, written
in the drawing of a shield.
the group.

Then, they share one or two answers with

The facilitators help the students articulate their personal

values, which can be inferred fran the answers, and guide discussion of
how personal values are related to cultural values.
can be approached deductively also.

'11he topic of values

In another exercise, the five value

orientations developed by Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck (1961) are used as a
frarre of reference.

The students' personal values and their general

cultural tendencies are explored in each of the five value orientations.
'Ihe value contrast exercise in which opposite values are contrasted can
be used as the second activity of this session.

It helps the students

understand how value differences lead to mutual negative evaluation in
intercultural carrnunication.
In the sixth rreeting, the original large group gets back together

to participate in a simulation called "BAFA BAFA."

'Ihis simulation was

originally developed by Gary Shirts (1973) for the U.S. Navy.

Parti-

cipants are divided into two groups, Alpha culture and Beta culture.
Each group is taught a fictitional set of cultural values, behaviors and
ccmnunication styles.

'I'he cultures then exchange observers and visitors;

rrembers of Alpha culture try to interact in Beta culture and vice versa.
Participation in this simulation is follo.ved by a debriefing of the
experience.

The discussion involves various aspects of intercultural

cxmnunication such as culture shock, values, language learning, ncnverbal
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behavior, stereotypes, prejudice and ethnocentrism.

'!he students are

required to write a midterm paper about this experience.
"BAFA BAFA" simulation leads directly into the topic of the seventh
meeting, culture shock.
discussed.

The causes and syrrptans of culture shock are

'!hen, coping strategies are explored.

are encouraged to share their experiences.

International students

The concept of culture shock

is treated as a learning tool for personal growth.

When there is time

left, the difficulty of returning hane after living abroad is discussed
sinre many intemational students plan to go back to their hane countries.
In the next two meetings, sane cultural topics such as friendship,
male-ferna.le relationships and family structure are explored with the
focus on cultural differences in these areas.

'Ille concepts fran the

previous meetings are integrated into this discussion.

The students have

usually becane open to talking about the custans or habits of their native
countries.

A nonjudgrrental climate has often been achieved by this stage

of the ICW, which is important for discussing cultural differences.
In the final session, the "Fanous Artist" exercise is used for
wrapping up the whole oourse.

In this exercise, the students draw a

picture of the images of the group members or of the develo:pnental process
of the group.

The

students have been directed to focus on the content of

the discussions in previous meetings, but they have a chance to look at
the group process in this final session.
Throughout the oourse, the students are required to write in their
journals after each rreeting and sul:rnit them to the facilitators for canment.

In their journals the students can express their feelings about

the rreetings or talk about personal experiences which they did not have
a chance to discuss in the meetings.

In addition, a final paper involving
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an analysis of a cross-cultural interview is required.
B.

IDDIFICATICN OF ICW AT

PSU

FOR JAPANESE CCNl'filcr'

'Ihe idea of the ICW may not be easily accepted or understood by

the Japanese at first because of its structure and setting which are
unfamiliar to them.

Nevertheless, the ICW can be very useful for Japan-

ese in improving their intercultural camrunication if the content is
nodified appropriately.

As

discussed earlier, Japanese rarely have

opportunities to interact with foreigners because of the hanogeneity of
their society.

Their exclusionary attitudes toward foreigners further

reduce actual intercultural contacts.

As

a result, they lack cornnunica-

tion skills for interchltural interaction, and tend to use inappropriate
ccmnunication patterns, which disoourage rm.rtual understanding.

The ICW

as presented at PSU can provide Japanese with experience in interacting
with foreigners and can help them develop effective intercultural skills.
In

this section, I will suggest ways to nodify the ICW at PSU for the

Japanese context.
One prcblem is that the nurrber of universities which accept
foreign students is limited in Japan.

Uresao (1976) points out that

"Japanese students who go to other countries outnumber by far the
foreign students who care to Japan" (p. 27) • At present, only certain
large universities oould create a class in which half of the nenbers were
international students as in the case of the ICW at PSU.

But establish-

ing intercultural carmunication oourses may increase the participation
of foreigners in universities in Japan, and may contribute to a better
understanding of Japanese culture by foreigners.

The universities which

have international students should take full advantage of having them
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and provide courses in intercultural corrmunication.
Experiential learning used in the ICW at PSU should be appropriate
to the Japanese students if it is true that imnediate experience is
valued in Japanese culture, as discussed in Chapter 'Ihree.

H<Mever, the

Japanese students are usually IIPre accustared to passively listening to
lectures than to actively participating in activities or exercises.

As

for discussion, they are generally IIPre concerned with the maintenance
of hamony than with the honest sharing of their feelings or opinions.
Japanese students, therefore, may feel uncomfortable with participating
in an

rcw.
Ha,..ever, having to participate actively in an ICW can be a way to

develop a low-context conmunication style, which Japanese need to learn
for effective intercultural ccmnunication.

And

yo~g

.Japanese students

who have been exposed to Western culture may find it less difficult to
express themselves verbally than older Japanese.
In the Japanese ICW, it seems essential that facilitators be

carefully chosen.

'!his is true with the IOV at PSU also.

But the

llil-

portance assumes IIPre importance in the Japanese ICW when the reserved
attitude of Japanese is taken into consideration.

'!he facilitators

should have a very good understanding of the modest and indirect cormrunication behaviors of the Japanese, as well as of the ccmnunication styles
necessary for intercultural ccmnunication.
ese students develop the latter.

They need to help the Japan-

'!hey should create a good rapport so

that the students can feel canfortable sharing their opinions and
feelings.

They must also errphasize that their role is different from

that of teachers, who are usually authoritative in Japan.
In the Japanese IOV, participating without talking, but through
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listening should be accepted, especially in the beginning of the course.
In an ICW in Western culture, which values verbal skills, participation

raeans verbal participation.

In Japan, the rrere presence of a person at

a meeting, for example, can mean participation.
to listen and gather infonnation.

important aspect of ccmnunication.

He or she may be there

To Japanese, listening is a very

'lhe facilitators should understand

this value and allow quiet students to learn in their awn ways, by
listening, until they becane ready to participate verbally.
In

tenns of the setting of the ICW, the Japanese tendency to rank

cultures discussed above might be a problem.

Because they have differ-

ent attitudes toward differently-ranked countries, they may find it
difficult to deal with people fran higher-ranked countries and people
fran lower-ranked countries in the sc'3rre situation.

But this difficulty

is one of the things that Japanese should work tc:Mard overcarring through
the course of the ICW.

When the ICW consists of people fran various

countries in tenns of national ranking, the Japanese tendency to rank
countries should be brought up early in the course.

For example, it

should be presented in the D. I.E. exercise in wi1ich students learn to
withhold judgrrental attitudes.
'Ihe first session of the ICW at PSU is a lecture. In the Japanese
ICW, a lecture should also be given to introduce the field of intercultural
ccrrmunication to the students.

'lhe content of the lecture of the ICW at

PSU would need to be m::xlified for the Japanese context.

After describing

the concept of intercultural ccmnunication, the lecturer should explain
intercultural carmunication problems of both Japanese and Westerners, and
point out the cultural differences in their problems.

'!hen the ideas and

skills that help us overccme those problems should be introduced.
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As

has been discussed above, the idea of studying ccmnunication is

not necessarily positive to Japanese.

'Ihe Japanese students in the ICW

may have scree resistence to the study of intercultural carrnunication.
In

the lecture, it should be made clear that improving intercultural

ccmnunication skills and attitudes does not mean changing or jeopardizing
one's cultural identity or culturally unique carmunication behavior.

The

students should know that they will learn a new set of attitudes and
skills in order to interact successfully with people fran other countries,
while keeping their intracultural carmunication patterns intact.
The introduction exercise in the second session of the ICW at PSU
also seems necessary in the Japanese ICW.

But the Japanese tend to be

very hesitant to talk about themselves to new acquaintances.

Gudykunst

and Hanmer (1983) point out that "the U.S. skill of 'self disclosure' may

be viewed in Japan as 'loss of face'" (p. 124).

Barnlund (1975) has

found that there is substantially less self disclosure among Japanese
than there is among Americans.

The technique of "mutual introduction"

may be better than self introduction in that the students have a chance
to

talk about themselves in a pair before being talked about to the whole

class.

But this still requires self disclosure.

It will probably be use-

ful in this session to direct the students

to

share very general infonna-

tion about themselves and their cultures.

The facilitators can avoid

making the students uncanfortable by limiting the kinds of questions they

can ask their partners in the interview.

As

the ICW goes on and the

students get used to the class, they may becane more open in sharing
their personal opinions and feelings.
The D.I.E. exercise in the third session of the ICW at PSU seems
to

be an important exercise for Japanese students as -well.

They should
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understand the importance of separating the three stages of description,
interpretation and evaluation.
their judgment on.

Then they should discuss what they base

The Japanese orientation toward situationalism should

be oontrasted with the Western inclination toward universalism.

After

the stu:lents cone to grasp the notion of D.I.E. and the nonjudgmental
attitudes that go with it, they should be made aware of the Japanese
tendency to evaluate other countries based on their national rankings.
They should reoognize how the Japanese in general tend to evaluate

people either positively or negatively depending on their oountry of
origin.

This is a very sensitive issue.

It may be less threatening to

the students to discuss this subject as a general tendency of the Japanese, avoiding talking about the individual students' perception of people
of different countries.
The fourth and fifth topics of the ICW at PSU are nonverbal carmunication and value orientations respectively.

This order is based on the

assumption that cultural differences in nonve:rbal behavior may be easier
for American students to understand and accept than cultural value differences.

As

discussed earlier, Westerners with their assunption of basic

human similarities tend to resist the idea of the existence of fundamental cultural differences airong people in the world while they are more
ready to accept superficial differences such as differences in nonverbal
behavior.
In planning the Japanese ICW, it seems appropriate to reverse the
order.

The Japanese, wm tend to assUire basic cultural differences, are

likely to understand cultural differences in values without much difficulty.

But they are usually not very aware of behavioral differences be-

cause of their lack of experience in caranunicating with foreigners.

It
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is likely that they will understand behavioral differences more easily
after the discussion on fundamental value differences.
'Iherefore, in the fourth meeting of the Japanese ICW, value orientations should be explored.
values are discussed.

In the

ICW at PSU, both cultural and personal

But in the Japanese ICW, cultural values, the

values generally shared by a people as a culture group, should be
focused on while personal values, v.lhich are held by each individual, are
left out.

For, as mentioned earlier, the Japanese tend to feel uncanfort-

able about self disclosure in their initial contacts with people.

'!heir

personal values can be explored men they discuss cultural topics later
in the course.

'Ihe "Shield" exercise v.lhich deals with personal values

should be avoided at this stage of the course.

General values in cultures

can be discussed based on the five value orientations developed by
Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck (1961).

'Ihe value contrast exercise, which sheds

light on how each culture conditions its people to believe and value
certain things to the exclusion of others, can be used to describe Japanese ethnocentrism, consisting of racial chauvinism and the tendency to
rank countries, as well as ethnocentrism in general.

At the end of the

fourth meeting, the notion of cultural relativism and the cx::mnunication
skill of empathy should be introduced as means of overcaning intercultural
carmunication barriers.
In the

fifth meeting, nonverbal cx::mnunication should be explored.

'Ibis topic is important to Arrericans since they are usually not very
J

aware of the nonverbal aspect of camrunication because of the value they
place on veroal skills.

For the Japanese ICW,

~

topic should be expanded.

Besides the discussion on cultural differences in nonver:bal behavior, the
relative i.rrportance of the two modes of cannunication, verbal and
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nonverbal, in different cultures should be discussed.

Then the distinc-

tion between high-context and low-context cxmnunication styles should be
explored.

The Japanese tendency to use fonnal carrmunication or to irrpose

their high-context comnunication style in tbe interaction with foreigners
needs to be pointed out.

Developing a lcw--context carmunication style

for the purpose of intercultural camn.mication should be encouraged,
but this process takes a lot of time and probably requires another
university course.
The simulation, ''BAFA BAFA" in the sixth meeting of the ICW at PSU
also seems appropriate in the Japanese ICW.

'Ihis simulation may give

the Japanese students who lack intercultural experience a more concrete
idea of how it would be to interact with foreigners or to live in a
foreign country.

The issue discussed in the previous sessions such as

ccmnunication styles, values and ethnocentrism can be reviewed in relation to this exercise.
T"ne topic of culture shock seems also important for the Japanese
students to discuss after the BAFA BAFA session.

'Ihe international

students should be encouraged to talk about experiences in Japan.

If

they are a mixture of people frcm differently-ranked countries, it may
be interesting to discuss if they have been treated differently in Japan.

But this is a sensitive issue and can be discussed only when the group
is sufficiently cohesive.
In the eighth meeting, the issue of self identity should be dealt
with.

This topic, which is incorporated in the culture shock session in

the ICW at PSU, searlS to need more attention in the Japanese ICW.

For

the Japanese self identity tends to be more vulnerable in intercultural
ex_t:erience than the Western self, as has been discussed in Chapter Two.
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It should be pointed out that the Japanese tend to find their identities
in their imrediate hunan relationships, not in abstract principles.

The

two extrene cases of Japanese living overseas may be described to clarify
this point.

'Ihen the duality of the Japanese identity should be explored

in relation to the notion of cultural self-awareness.

It should be

suggested that it is important to shift to the individual identity for
the purpose of intercultural ccmnunication while keeping the group

identity for interpersonal relationships in Japan.
a multicultural person should be introduced.

Finally the notion of

'ttlis notion can be used by

both the Japanese students and international students.

'As

explained in

Chapter Four, a Japanese multicultural person can contribute to mutual
understanding arrong people in the world while keeping his or her own
cultural identity.

A foreigner, by being a multicultural person, can

live hannoniously with Japanese.

In Japan, how to be an internationalist

has becare an important topic recently.

A multicultural person could be

one model of the internationalist.
In

the next sessions, sane cultural topics would be discussed as

in the case of the ICW at PSU.

Cultural differences in various topics

such as friendship and family structure can be explored.

At this stage

of the course, the students may be able to share their personal opinions
and feelings more freely than in the beginning.
In

the final session, the "Farrous Artist" exercise can also be used

in the Japanese ICW.

In the ICW at PSU, the images of the group :rcembers

or of the developnental process of the group are supposed to be drawn.
These topics seem fine with Japanese students.

But I would suggest that

another topic such as the image of a multicultural person should be added.
For sane Japanese may feel unoomfortable drawing a picture of their group
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nanbers or group as a whole, worrying if their picture might offend
SOirebody's feelings because of the value of hannony.
'Ihe students in the Japanese ICW should also keep a jow:nal a£ter

each session and su.bnit it to their facilitators.

Writing about personal

experiences is encouraged in the ICW at PSU, but the facilitators in the
Japanese ICW might have to wait sane weeks before the Japanese or other
Asian students cane to feel canfortable talking about their personal
opinions and .impressions.
The basic design of the ICW at PSU could be applied to the Japanese
ICW.

But the application requires sore m::xlification in the kinds of

exercises and a shift in emphasis regarding certain topics.

'Ihe inter-

cultural ccmntmication problems of Japanese and strategies to Cope with
those problems should be integrated into the design of the Japanese ICW.
C.

FUJI XEOOX INTER.CULTURAL COMMUNICATIQ\l SEMINAR

Fuji Xerox Intercultural Conmunication (ICC) Seminar, which is held
at Fuju Xerox

co.,

Ltd. in 'Ibkyo, Japan, has been built to pranote a

better understanding of ccmnunication between Japanese and Western cultures.

It provides training for developing attitudes and skills necessary

for successful intercultural ccmnunication, especially in business setings.

The

programs offered by this seminar were originally designed by

Intercultural Relations Institute (IRI) International, located in Redwood
City, califomia, based on its experience in counseling and training
activities in the field of intercultural carmtmication.

The trainers,

who are sent fran IRI, have educational background and ample real-life
ext:erience in intercultural ccmnunication bet:i.veen Americans and Japanese.
Fuji Xerox ICC Seminar offers six courses:

A, B, C-1, C-2, C-3,
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and C-4 for Japanese businessmen.
Seminar.

Course A is called Culture Awareness

It is designed to explore the cause of camumication problems

in doing business with people of different cultures, and to prarote
adaptability to culturally different business enviro:rmmts.

Trainees

will explore differences between Japanese and Western cultures in various
areas such as values, custans and social rules through watching videos
and discussing their personal experiences in international business.
'Ihen they will inquire into the cause of misunderstanding, a:mflict or
nrutual distrust in canmunication between Japanese and Atrerican businessmen.

'Ihe simulation game, BAFA BAFA, described earlier, is also used in

Course A for the understanding of culture shock.
adaptation are explained.

'Ihe stages of cultural

'Ihen the trainees will learn skills and atti-

tudes for effective intercultural a:mm.mication.
cation styles is introduced.

'Ihe concept of camruni-

'Ihe trainees will learn the importance of

learning different kinds of carmunication styles for success in intercultural cumumication.
Course A.

But developing skills is not the main focus in

It is extensively dealt with in the other courses.

Course B is called Basic Skills Seminar.

It focuses on the devel-

opnent of the skills for intercultural ccmnunication.

Trainees will

first learn the key concepts of intercultural camrunication such as
culture shock, cultural adaptation and camrunication styles.

'Ihen they

will practice intercultural conmunication skills, which are categorized
into four roodules:

Interactive Listening, Lubricant Expression, .Main-

taining Conversation and Oral Presentation.

'Ihese four modules can be

learned separately by taking Courses C-1, C-2 and C-3.
'Ihe Interactive Listening module is designed to understand the
differences in listening behaviors between Japanese and Westerners and to
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build effective listening skills for camrunication with English-speaking
people.

While the Japanese generally consider listening as a passive

behavior, Westerners expect the listener to take the initiative in obtaining clarification fran the speaker when the rressage is not clear.
Trainees will learn how to interrupt tl-e conversation, check difficult
experssions and confinn what the speaker has said.

'Ihis module alone

makes up an independent course, C-1, Interactive Listening Skills Seminar.
':ttle Lubricant Expression module focusses on expressions for facilitating smooth daily conversation.

Trainees will learn the greetings,

conversational foDnUlas, and other expressions which lubricate interpersonal relationships with English-speaking people.
'Ihe Maintaining Conversation m::xiule is designed to develop the
skills to sustain and enjoy conversation.

Trainees will learn both verbal

and nonverbal skills to open, maintain, and close a conversation with

English-speaking people in pleasant ways.

'Ihis module canbined with the

Lubricant Expression module makes up Course C-2, Maintaining Conversation
Skills Seminar.
'Ihe Oral Presentation mcrlule focuses on how to make an oral presen-

tation in English.

It is designed to develop practical skills for effec-

tive presentation in front of English-speaking audiences.
skills are especially emphasized.

Persuasive

Trainees will learn the important

elements of presentation such as the coherent organization of presentation
cx:>ntent, the appropriate speed of speech, and gestures.

'Ihis module

makes up C-3, Oral Presentation Skills Seminar.
Course C-4 is M=eting Ma.nagerrent Skills Seminar.

'Ihis course is

intended to develop practical skills necessary for the effective managerrent of meetings conducted by people frcm different cultures.

Trainees
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will learn the differences bet\-ieen Japanese-style and Weste:rn-style
ireetings in tenns of expectations, objectives and procedures.

Conflict

in bicultural ireetings is discussed with the focus on the differences in
resolving conflicts between Japanese and weste:rn cultures.

'Ihen multi-

cultural neeting management skills are introduced and practiced.
In courses B, C-1, C-2, and C-4, a variety of training irethods are
used.

'Ihey include discussion of films and personal experiences, role-

plays and a simulation game.
D.

MJDIFICATICN OF FUJI X.EroX ICC SEMINAR

One of the strategies for effective intercultural ccmnunication
that a Japanese approach to intercultural ccmmmication reconmends,
namely developing lav-context carmunication styles, seems to be incorporated very extensively in Fuji Xerox ICC Seminar.

course B, and courses

C-1 through C-4, which focus on conmunication skills, seem to provide
sufficient training on the developrent of !CM-context carmunication
skills in various situations.

Although Course A does not involve skill-

building training, it still touches on the inportance of developing alternate comnunication styles.

The Interactive Listening module encourages

Japanese to make camrunication explicit fran the listener's point of view.
The Lubricant Expression and the Maintaining conversation modules help
Japanese get ve.rbal conmunication going srroothly.

The Oral Presentation

m:xlul.e, which focuses on persuasion, teaches Japanese how to express
themselves explicitly and assertively.

Finally the

~eting

Management

Seminar deals with lav-context interaction in the process of a meeting.

sare

of the ideas of a Japanese approach could be applied to course

A, CUlture Awareness Seminar.

The intercultural ccmnun.ication problems
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of the Japanese could be explained and discussed in canparison with
those of Westerners.

It would be useful for Japanese trainees

to

under-

stand the potential problans of both sides of intercultural carmunication.
'Ihe Japanese tendency to exclude foreigners could be pointed out in the
beginning of the course since this topic suggests the importance of
taking this course.

In the debriefing session of the simulation ga:rre,

BAFA BAFA, Japanese ethnocentrism consisting of racial chauvinism and
the tendency to rank cultures could be talked about.

The

mixed feelings

of superiority and inferiority toward Westerners held by many Japanese
could also be discussed in this session.

In

the discussion of cultural

adaptation, it would be important to point out that the Japanese tend

to

lack universal principles which could be helpful in cultural adaptation.
'Ihe two extreme cases of Japanese living overseas could be rrentioned as
an illustration of this point.

When the concept of camnmication styles

is introduced, the differences between high-context and lo.v-context
ccmnunication styles would need to be explained.

T'.ne Japanese tendency

to use either their intracultural carmunication styles or for.nalized
patterns should be discussed as proble.matic in intercultural carmunication.
In

the discussion of improverrent of intercultural ccmnunication in

Course A, suggestions fran a Japanese approach could also be applied.
It should be explained to Japanese trainees that the study of intercultural carmunication could be achieved without much change in intracultural
ccmnunication, which they might be afraid of losing.

In

the discussion

of cultural differences, it seems important to point out that cannunication is possible in spite of the existence of differences across cultures.
For Japanese tend to think that they are so different fran the rest of
the world that no other people will understand them.

'Ihe notion of
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cultural relativism should be introduced as an alternative attitude.
Course A seems to aim at the developrent of cultural self-awareness.
'lhe duality of the Japanese identity should be pointed out and explored
through the process of becaning aware of the influence of a culture upon
its people.

It shruld be important to suggest that Japanese could shift

to their individual identity rncx:le for the purpose of intercultural
ccmnunication.

After the topic of the duality of Japanese identities,

the idea of becoming a multicultural person should be discussed.

Since

Fuji Xerox ICC Seminar is built around the concept of an effective international businessman, it would be very appropriate to present the :rrodel
of a Japanese multicultural person.

It should be discussed ho.v it is

possible to becare multicultural while keeping "Japaneseness."

It seems

appropriate that Course A emphasizes the importance of developing explicit
ccmnunication styles.

'!his leads to the content of the other courses,

which provide training for practical camrunication skills.
An

attempt has been made to apply a Japanese approach to inter-

cul tural camrunication to Fuji xerox ICC Seminar.

'lhe seminar seems to

be both effective and appropriate for Japanese trainees.

The ideas of

a Japanese approach could be integrated into Course A in order to make it
rrore relevant to the Japanese context.
In the

above section, two training areas for intercultural corcmuni-

cation have been discussed to sho.v how a Japanese approach could be
applied.

'lhere seems to be more areas where ideas of this approach could

be used.

One such area would be orientation for Japanese students caning

to colleges in the United States.

Sane organizations which handle the

arrangement for people studying abroad offer pre-departure meetings for
than.

But these meetings usually provide mere information and do not
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give much consideration to haw the students could successfully adjust to
foreign social environments.

Training could be set up to help students

understand their potential problems in acculturation and develop ideas
and skills for coping with them.
such training.

A Japanese approach could be used in

It could provide concepts and ideas appropriate for

Japanese trainees.
Another possible area of the application of a Japanese approach
would be training for Americans who have interaction with Japanese.
'Ihey could be Americans who are going to Japan on business or for study,
or who have ccmnunication contact with Japanese in this country.
Naturally the Western approach would be suitable for Western trainees.
Hawever, a Japanese approach could also be integrated into training.
Americans could benefit fran studying both approaches in their atterrpt
to improve cnmrunication with Japanese.

Their effort to solve problems

identified only by their side of camru:nication might not lead to success.
'Ihere might be problems created or perceived by the other side of comnunication.

By using a Japanese approach, Americans could help their Japan-

ese camrunication partners to understand and cope with Japanese problems.
Then they might be able to enhance the possibility of successful ccmnunication between the two cultures.
A problem associated with the application of a Japanese approach
is the assessment of the effectiveness of this approach.

Research could

be conducted to examine if the prescriptions of a Japanese approach to
improving intercultural ccmnunication are really predictors of intercul tural effectiveness as this approach suggests.

First, those prescrip-

tions would need to be defined operationally and :rreasured.

Each prescrip-

tion could be considered to be either "verbal/cognitive competency" or

ll7
"behavioral carrpetency. 11
instrun~mts,

pencil

'11he former could be measured by paper-and-

and the latter, by "the systematic collection and

analysis of an individual's behavior" (Ruben, 1976, pp. 336-337).
Second, effectiveness of intercultural camrunication would need to
be measured.

'lb.is could be interpreted differently according to the

particular intercultural setting of research.

In a business context,

it could mean success in an assigned task performed by two cultural
groups.

In an orientation program for students going overseas, it could

be interpreted as their smooth adaptation to school life in a foreign
culture.
'Ihen, a correlational study could be conducted to see how each prescription relates to effectivenesss of intercultural a:mrnmication.
the correlation is high, the prescription could be said to be valid.

If
If

many of the prescriptions have high correlation, then a Japanese approach
could be said to be effective.
In such research, the differences between the Western approach and

a Japanese approach would also need to be considered.

In this paper,

the goal of intercultural carmunication is defined as mutual understanding.

'As

discussed in Chapter IV, the establishment of harmony in rela-

tionships seems to be an important part of mutual understanding in a
Japanese approach.
to be

'Ihe relational aspect of carmunication would thus need

nore errphasized in defining the tenn "effectiveness in intercultural

carmunication" in doing research.
'!here would be nore things which would need careful consideration
when doing research on a Japanese approach.

It would be .irrportant to

pay attention to any possibility of cultural differences.
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In this section, the application of a Japanese approach to intercultural carmunication has been discussed.

This would be an important

anea of the field of intercultural ccmnunication in Japan as it is in

the United States.

It is hoped that the m::xlification of Western ideas

in this field, which has been atterrpted in the previous chapters, will

make the designs of intercultural training programs more suitable for
Japanese.
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